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PREFACE
PROFESSOR WILLIAM LYON
PHELPS of Yale has recently
written: "The book that I have
most enjoyed reading in 1913 is Rich-

ard Wagner's autobiography, — *The Story of
My Life.' I have enjoyed reading it, because it

shows what tremendous difficulties Wagner
encountered, what suffering he had to pass
through, and yet how in the end genius over-
came everything. It is also an inspiring work
to read because it shows how a man can re-

main true to an ideal, and can actually prefer

failure in the pursuit of the ideal to success
accompanied with compromise."
Now this "Story of My Life" is the book of all

others that I would advise those to read who
would know Wagner thoroughly, the author-
ized translation ofwhich is published in Amer-
ica by Dodd, Mead & Co., New York, 191 1. This
is a wonderful book in the intimacy and frank-

ness of its revelations. It is fascinating reading.

It shows a great soul with many weaknesses
and failings, but it reveals also what an intel-

lectual vigor and a steadfast purpose can ac-

complish in this world.

Since many readers, however, will not find

these full and costly volumes available, nor the

yet more extensive volumes of Carl Friedrich

Glasenapp, the standard German biography,

this smaller hand-book has been written for

general readers, using the chief facts in these

larger volumes, but also giving a fresh inter-
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preface pretation, and the viewpoints of many careful

critics.

All that is claimed for this volume is clarity of

view, accuracy of statement, and simplicity of

treatment.
The biographer Glasenapp requires four vol-

umes of nearly five hundred pages each to re-

late the events of Wagner's life, and in addi-

tion to this main biography, a vast library of

related material has grown up, while the con-

troversial pamphlets inspired by Wagner's
work are as innumerable as the autumn leaves

at Vallambrosa.
What we shall aim to do in this present

sketch and study is to set forth a few clear out-

lines ofWagner's life from this enormous mass
of writings. The complete and exhaustive bi-

ographies, such as the classic work on the life

of RichardWagner byGlasenapp, and the very

full biographical essay and study of Richard
Wagner by Houston StewartChamberlain, are

invaluable to all students of the life and work
ofWagner. This present sketch, however, pur-

poses to be not a full biography, nor an ex-

tended study, but rather a brief and graphic
picture of a great life and a great work, show-
ing something of the inner spirit of the man,
a clear outline of the outward events of his

career, but above all the place and meaning
of it for his day and generation, and for the

whole world.We hope to trace in brief his men-
tal and spiritual development, and to discover

something of the revelation of his rare and
unique genius, and of his true significance in
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the world of music, literature, and dramatic art. ©rrfacc
Much may be said by those who cannot under-

stand the inconsistencies of great men con-
cerning the vast contrasts in Wagner's life.

Nevertheless, we shall show, I think, even in

this brief sketch, the unswerving integrity of

the man. However seemingly inconsistent cer-

tain phases of his life might have been, at heart

he was absolutely sincere. He felt himself sin-

cere as he knew his inmost nature. He wrote
in one of his private letters: "He who accuses
me of insincerity must answer for it to God."
He really illustrated in his life what Carlyle

has said : "Of the great man it is incredible he
should have been other than true. Sincerity, a
deep, great, genuine sincerity, is the first char-

acteristic of all men in any way heroic."

We shall also discover, when we studyWag-
ner's life in its details, that he made some griev-

ous mistakes ; that he possessed many of the

idiosyncrasies of great natures ; that his lofty

intellect was at times hedged in by very pecul-

iar limitations ; and yet we cannot escape the

fact that there is an essential greatness in the

man of which he himself felt conscious and by
which hewas himself at times dazzledand over-

whelmed. As we follow the story of his work
with frank and sincere sympathy, making due
allowances for manifest limitations, we may
enter into something of the open secret of his

wonderful life, and we shall gain acquaintance

with a man and a career whose depths and
heights will inevitably enrich our own lives.

I am persuaded by experience that the best



preface way in which one can fully and certainly under-

stand Wagner and his ideals is to witness the

performance of his great festival works in their

native environment at Bayreuth. However
faithfully and magnificently the works may be
rendered in Paris, London, New York, Bos-

ton, or Chicago, there is something of subtle

atmosphere lost in transmission which can be
found only in that home of the drama, conse-

crated to thegreat composer's life and memory.
I count it a rare privilegeto have studied Ger-
man literature with Professor Eric Schmidt in

my student days at Berlin, and to have heard
the whole world of Wagner's music-dramas
at Berlin, Dresden, Munich, and certain of the

great festival plays, especially Parsifal, at Bay-
reuth. It has been a singular pleasure to have
visited the little court theatre at Weimar, with
all its associations of Goethe and Schiller and
Liszt, where some of Wagner's works were
given their first hearing ; to have sought out
the special scenes of the legends along the
Rhine, such as the Lohengrin town of Cleves,

where the Swan-Castle still crowns the hill

and an ancient statue of Lohengrin stands in

the market-place ; to have visited some of King
Ludwig's splendid palaces with their mural
decorations of Wagner's great themes; and,

finally, to have met Frau Cosima Wagner and
the famous son Siegfried at Bayreuth, and to

have stood at Wahnfried at the sacred shrine,

—the mighty composer's hallowed grave.

Wagner opened a new world to me. I remem-
ber as if it were yesterday how wonderful it all



fseemed when I had my first revelation of it. ^ttfatt
It came to me late, at the age of thirty, and at
Berlin, but it was the discovery of a new fir-

mament, a new heaven and a new earth, a new
universe. The wonder of it all has not dimin-
ished with the years. For the last ten years it

has been my pleasure to devote myself to mak-
ing an adequate literarytranslation of his great
music-dramas, one each year, and this care-

ful study has given me intimate and inspiring

acquaintance with Wagner's work, and, I be-

lieve, fuller insight into the man himself.

Those who wish still fuller treatments of the
life of Wagner, besides those that I have al-

ready mentioned, may consult Muncker, who
has furnished excellent material for the his-

torian ; Richard Pohl, who writes for people of

culture; Ludwig Nohl, who gives the portrayal

of sentiment in his life; Bernhard Vogel, who
writes a biography for musicians ; and Pater
Schmid, whose work has its own special value.

These are some of the chief German biogra-

phies. There is also much to be learned from
the Personal Recollections of Wagner by An-
gelo Neumann, translated by E. Livermore,
published by Henry Holt & Co., 1908.

In English many turn instinctively to the vol-

umes,—Wagner and His Works by Henry T.

Finck ; the Art Life and Theories of Richard
Wagner, translated byEdward L.Burlingame;
and the excellent study of Wagner by C. A.
Lidgey, while the well-known volumes. Stud-
ies in the Wagnerian Drama by H. E. Kreh-
biel, Richard Wagner: His Life and His Dra-
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preface n^as by W. J. Henderson, Wagner's Life and
Works by Gustave Kobbe, and special studies

by other musical critics must not be neglected.

Dannreuthers has an excellent sketch in

Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
In French the work of Professor Albert La-

vignac, Professor ofHarmony at the Conserva-
toire of Paris, is most admirable. The two vol-

umes on Richard Wagner by Adolphe JuUien,
translation by F. P. Hall, published byKnight&
Millet, Boston, 1900, are also most interesting.

No one who desires a more intimate know-
ledge of Wagner and his work must neglect

the writings of Franz Liszt and Friedrich

Nietzsche. Lisztgaveussomeremarkablewrit-
ings in interpretation of Wagner's drama and
music. For more than forty years he was an
enthusiastic interpreter ofWagner. He wrote:
"My joy consists in feeling with him and fol-

lowing him." Nietzsche wrote a remarkable
little classicon " RichardWagnerin Bayreuth."
It is full of a noble enthusiasm, a fine judg-
ment, anda finished beauty. Afterward thisbril-

liant critic underwent a change of mind and
heart concerning Wagner, probably by reason
of the maladies that clouded his intellect. Nev-
ertheless, we feel that this earlier special pam-
phlet represents his true genius and his clear-

est judgment. In reading the standard biogra-

phy ofWagner by Glasenapp,we must remem-
ber that he writes as an enthusiastic disciple

and admirer. This must be taken into account.
As a study of his life, it reveals a wonderful
industry and trustworthiness. It is the most
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detailed biography yet written. It is minutely ^ttfott
accurate, using original documents and mak-
ing a critical sifting of all evidence. This
monumental work, the first volume of which
appeared in 1894, is the foundation of all sub-
sequent biographies from different hands. An
English translation by W. Ashton Ellis, pub-
lished by Messrs. Kegan Paul & Co., of Lon-
don, is the English standard.

There are also several volumes of letters

which are most interesting. Two volumes of
those from " Richard Wagner to Minna Wag-
ner," translated by W. Ashton Ellis, London,
ipopj&ive intimate glimpses (some ofthem very
beautiful) ofhis earlymarried life and ofthe later

tragedy, his wife's ill health, her nerve-storms,
and her many limitations. Another volume of

letters with the same translator shows the cor-

respondence of "Richard Wagner with Ma-
thilde Wesendonck," which is a wonderful rev-

elation of Wagner's own inner nature and of

the poetical character of his friendship with
this gifted and inspiring woman.
In this present sketch of Wagner's life, in

addition to Wagner's own autobiography and
Glasenapp's biography as translated by W.
Ashton Ellis, we have drawn freely on Cham-
berlain's detailed biographic study ofWagner,
following somethingof his general outlines and
in many instances summarizing his very full

statements in brief statements in his own
words. In our judgment his work is one of

the most careful ofmodern estimates in its val-

uation of Wagner's work.





PART I : THE OUTLINE OF THE LIFE





THE OUTLINE OF THE LIFE ;T :

* -
N English critic and musician,' the
Rev. H. R. Haweis, gives emphati-
cally his judgment: "Wagner is the
most powerful personality that has

appeared in the world of music since Beetho-
ven. Indeed, he seems to me, in his wide range
as poet, dramatist, musician and philosopher,

almost alone in the history of Art."

An equally eminent American musical critic,

Mr. W.J. Henderson, contends with like en-
thusiasm : "Wagner is the most striking figure

in the history ofmusic. Whether the future will

or will not accord to him the position granted
bythe musical world ofthe present —that ofthe
greatest genius that art has produced— he will

remain upon the records as the most command-
ing intellect that ever sought to express its

thought and accomplish its purposes through
the medium of music."
This unique personality, standing "almost
alone in the history of Art," the "most striking

figure in the history of music, . . . the greatest
genius that art has produced," must be well

worth our study.

The seventy years of Wagner's life was a
mighty drama in itself. It was an eventful life,

full of tragedy, pathos, and triumph, sounding
the full gamut of human life "from the gloom-
iest penury to the sunniest prosperity, from
heart-breaking isolation to a popularity that

was almost worship."

It has often been pointed out that Wagner's
term of life of seventy years divided itself into
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Ch0 <©Ut- two significant epochs of almost equal parts.

\mt tif the
'^^^ event which marks the divisions of these

unt m uj
^^^ epochs is his exile from Germany in 1849,

^^^^ as a political revolutionist. This was in the half-

way period of his life,— his thirty-sixth year. It

reminds us of Dante's,— *' in this the midway
of our mortal life I found me in a gloomy wood
astray." Dante's exile began in his thirty-third

year. But in the case of both ofthesegreat souls,

the epoch preceding the exile and that follow-

ing are distinctly marked periods, concerned

not merely with the outward events of his life,

but also with mental development and matur-
ingpowers. Largelythrough his exile didWag-
ner find himself, and especially did he learn his

intense love and devotion to his Fatherland, so

that he became the very quintessence of the

German spirit and art, as well as the highest

flowering of the art-aspirations of the world.

The career ofWagner, another has noted, re-

sembled that of the Italian painters of the best

period, with the blood hot and impetuous, and
the life equally stormy. Certain it is that he pur-

sues his ideals from town to town and from
country to country, in faithful and heroic way.
"To-day he is a music master in a German vil-

lage ; to-morrow he is an opera composer starv-

ing in the great city of Paris. To-day he is an
exile in a strange land with a warrant of arrest

against him ; to-morrowhe isthe declared friend

of a mighty monarch. To-day he is alone in the

deepest solitude of the Alps, hidden from the

world and living in passionate devotion to art;

to-morrow he is the builder of the Bayreuth

4



Festival-House and surrounded by enthusias- ^fje #Ut^
ticmultitudes fromall parts ofthe world. Every

jjj|^ Of the
day and every year of his life is full of interest- qt^c^

ing events."
^"^

I. Youth, 1813-1833

XT was in the year 1813, the year of the
great battle ofthe nations at Leipzig, that

Richard Wagner was born on May 22.

That terrible battle of Leipzig, "the battle of
the nations in which the empire of Napoleon
received its death wound," and the foreign in-

vader was driven back across the Rhine from
the soil of the Fatherland, also led the way to

the foundation of Germany's future greatness.
The year 1813 was therefore a propitious time
for the coming of one wjio was likewise des-
tined to lead Germany away from foreign dom-
ination in poetry, music, and drama, and to

achieve a new national greatness in a new bat-

tle of the nations and a world victory for the
highest of all arts,— a sacred unity of poetry,

music, and art in one dramatic whole.
The ancestry of Wagner, as far back as it can
be traced, is Saxon. For several generations
his forbears were schoolmasters and organists.

His grandfather was an official in the customs
department ofthe government. His father was
also in the government service, although he
had studied jurisprudence, and possessed an
extensive private library in which classic litera-

ture was very well represented. The most note-

worthy thing about him, however, was his en-

thusiastic love for the theatre. A new play by
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CIjC <^\Xt^ Schiller was celebrated as a family festival,

litlt of tf)0 and actors were his most intimate friends. This
gr

jf0
fact is important as a prophecy of his son's de-

votion to the drama in the years that were to

come. He died six months after the birth of

his son Richard, and soon afterward Ludwig
Guyer, an actor of some celebrity, a writer of

successful comedies, a portrait painter, and an
old friend ofthe family, married the widow with
her seven children, and for long years he was
a real father and true friend to the boy of gen-
ius, Richard Wagner. It is an interesting fact

that thus from his earliest years the boy was
familiar with the stage. His foster-father fre-

quently took him to rehearsals. He literally

grew up in the theatre, and early learned that

practical experience of theatrical work which
was to be of so much service to him in later

years. But probably more important than all,

there was created in him in this way a passion
for dramatic representation that was to mean
everything to him in his life-work. An uncle,

Adolf Wagner, is well known in the history of

German literature as a man of immense learn-

ing and of remarkable talent. His numerous
writings extend from essayson the Greek poets
to novels and comedies. He made many trans-

lations and was an editor of the Italian clas-

sics. He also was a true friend, as well as loyal

kinsman, to the growing youth, and exerted
a beneficial influence on Richard's education
during his school life and at the university.

Another potent influence of his childhood and
youth was his mother. From all accounts she
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was an excellent woman and an excellent Cf)C ^UU
mother, and she was certainly idolized by her jj^^ ^f fU^
son Richard, as some of his beautiful letters m^c^
show. The memory of her deep affection was as
a tower of strength to him in all the tragedies
of his life. It was of her that he was tenderly
speaking on the very evening before his death.
The portrait that still exists of her seems to
express humor, good health, and good sense.

Indeed, she must havebeen rather an unusual
woman. " Her brightness and amiability," says
one of the biographers, '* appears to have made
her especially congenial to artists, and among
those who occasionallydropped in for a friendly

chat with her was no less a personage than
Carl MariaVon Weber, the creator of the opera
Der Freischutz, which first aroused young
Richard's musical instincts." Throughout his

life Richard Wagner referred to his mother as
**mein liebes Mutterchen," and at the age of

forty-three he told his friend Praeger that he
"could not see a lighted Christmas tree without
thinking of the dear woman, nor prevent the
tears starting to his eyes when he thought of

the unceasing activity that she had for the com-
fort and welfare of her children." The exqui-
sitely tender strains in Siegfried, in which the

orchestra accompanies the reference to Sieg-

fried's mother, some think symbolizethe love of

Wagner for his own mother. "I verily believe,"

says one of Wagner's friends, "that Richard
Wagner never loved any one so deeply as his

Uiebes Mutterchen.' All his references to her

were of affection, amounting to idolatry. With
7



%ift

Cl^C #Ut^ that instinctive power of unreasoning, yet un-

litie of ttit ^^^^^S perception possessed by women, she felt

the unusual brain power of the boy from his

childhood, and his love for her was notunmixed
with gratitude for her tacit acknowledgment
of his genius."

If thiswas true, it was the divination of mater-
nal love that recognized something unusual in

him, for he seemed no infant prodigy. He was
not regarded generally as precocious, although
hewould be called a fairlybright boy. His teach-

ers at school thought him a rather indifferent

pupil. He did not work methodically, nor in the

customary lines. Even his music lessons did not
get on well, for he would not practise regularly

and liked to learn too much by ear. He was al-

ways a dreamer, loving the study of mythology.
Wagner enjoyed a thorough classical educa-

tion, practically the same as Goethe and Schil-

ler. In this respect he had the advantage of

Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, whose general
educationwasmeagre.Wagner's schoolingwas
in Dresden at the celebrated old Kreuzschule

;

and in Leipzig at the Nicolai Gymnasium.
Finally, he matriculated at the Leipzig Univer-
sity as a student of music and philosophy. All

through his educational life he had a great love

for classic antiquity, especially the Greek lan-

guage and poetry. It was the dramatic poets,

such as Aeschylus and Sophocles,who most in-

terested him, and it is related that at thirteen

years of age he learned English in order to read
Shakespeare in the original. This is signifi-

cantand prophetic. Sophoclesand Shakespeare
8



were already beginning to teach him that the d()C <©Ut::::

poets by dramatic representation could find line of tt^t

measureless artistic possibilities. gf j(0
The distinguished musician Weber not only
continued as a friend, but also became an in-

structor in the family, and the musical perform-
ances in the Leipzig Gewandhaus gave the
youth the very best of musical inspiration. His
own musical gift was awakened by Weber's
music and afterward by the mightier influence

of Beethoven. He took musical studies during
his student days, and he early composed quite

a number of compositions, some of them for full

orchestra. Several of these compositions were
performed in Leipzig with good success about
1830. From the beginning Wagner was a poet.

Hehad composed aprizepoemwhen onlytwelve
years old, which was printed. He soon began to

write tragedy. At sixteen he tried his hand in

a pastoral play, for which he wrote both words
and music. At the age of nineteen he wrote a
musical play which was performed at the Leip=

zig Court Theatre.

2. Storm and Stress, 1833- 1849

XT was natural, therefore, that from this

environment— a constant and intimate

acquaintance with the theatre, an education

that emphasized poetry and the drama, a musi-
cal atmosphere thatwas stimulating and uplift-

ing, and especially with the inspiring influence

of his learned uncle, Adolf Wagner, who was
a literary genius, a dramatic poet, and an art

critic with decided views on the reform of dra-

9



Ci^e <&\iU niatic art— Richard Wagner should give him-

lint of the
^^^^ ^° poetry, music, drama, and criticism. This

„j .^
^ he did, beginning his practical career as direc-

^^^^ tor of the chorus in the Wiirzburg Theatre,
where his brother Albert was already an actor,

singer, and stage manager. This was in Janu-
ary, 1833. Wagner's relations to his brothers

and sisters and the other members ofthe family

were kindly, but his immediate kinsfolk never
seemed to show any real appreciation of his

genius, except his brother Albert and his eldest

sister Rosalie, who was a highly gifted actress

and a most lovable woman. She always had the

greatest faith in him.

During the next few years Wagner was a cho-
rus conductor in Magdeburg, Kdnigsberg, and
Riga. In these wanderings in small provincial

towns and theatres, he was doing real appren-

tice work in music and art, and was also learn-

ingtoknow intimately hisGerman countrymen,
the German Fatherland, and, most important
of all, the German genius. During this time he
wrote two operas. Die Feen, a work full of deep
poetic and musical beauties, "warmed with the

life-blood of youth," and a second work called

Das Liebes-verbot. Most far-reaching of all on
his character and fortunes, it happened that

during this period he married an actress,Wil-
helmine Planer, and the love tragedy of his life

began, for his marriage seems to have been an
ill-assorted union with one who, although ex-

cellent in many ways, was never able to appre-

ciate or share the best part of his life.

At Riga, Wagner had written the words of

10
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his first really important drama, Rienzi (1837- Cl)C <©Ut^
1838), and the first two acts of the music. With

Jjj^^ pf (he
this drama in his soul, it became his high am-
bition to have it performed in an adequate way,
such as was not possible in provincial theatres.

He suddenly-^de up his mind that itjjiust be
done, and solTn^the summer of i839,i^ith his
wife, abig NeWoundland dog, alight purse, and
the two acts of his opera Rienzi in his carpet-
bag," he embarked at Pillau on a sailing-vessel

to London, with Paris as the objective point,

hoping that at Paris, the great centre of music
and art, insomeway hisworkwould be received

and performed at the Grand Opera. It was a
daring hope for the unknown German poet and
musician, but he believed in himself.

It is interesting to note that from the first

Wagner took himself seriously. He seems to

have felt within himself powers that must do
large work. Even in his first days of musical
awakening hewanted to play sonatas and over-

tures rather than simple things, and his first

musical compositions were most ambitious,—
an overture for grand opera at sixteen years of

age ! While he was yet a boy of about twelve
years of age revelling in Shakespeare, he pro-

jected, he tells us, a great drama, a sort of com-
pound of Hamlet and King Lear. He confesses

that the planwas extremelygrandiose, and that

forty-two personsdiedin thecourse ofthepiece.

All these things indicate a disposition to do big

things or nothing, a mark that is often found
with genius. Probably no one else in those days
excepthismotherrightlyestimated his powers;

iz



^i^t <©Ut^ but his own conviction in regard to himself in

line of the ^^^ ^"^ ^^^ proved right,— his self-confidence

«y .

^
has been justified. And surely, as some one has

^*
said, "It would have been a great loss to the
world if Richard Wagner had been less sure of

himself. It would be poor economy for Provi-

dence to give the man a big endowment of fac-

ulty, and fail to give him assurance enough to

get that faculty recognized."

It was on this voyage through the Baltic and
the Norwegian fiords that the legend of The
Flying Dutchman made a new impression upon
him, and acquired, as he says, "a definite pe-

culiar color which only my adventures at sea
could have given it." Thus began the theme of

his second great opera.

He reached Paris, but the three years there

were a continual tragedy. Disappointment met
him on all sides. He had the greatest difficulty

in earning his dailybread. He composed songs,

wrote articles for the papers, and drudged at

work. He tasted "the uses of adversity." The
bitterness of his struggles tempted him to self-

destruction. He was many times at the verge
of starvation, but he found some work in read-

ing proof for a musical publisher and in arrang-
ing popular melodies and operatic airs for the
piano and other instruments. Thus he earned
his bread,—- he whose genius might have been
given even at this time to such works as Tann-
hauser and Parsifal.

He completed Rienzi (1840) and also wrote
the sketch for The Flying Dutchman, but his

negotiation with the Grand Opera came to

12



naught. These; years seemed like an eternity f^f^t <©Ut^
of want and misery. Here also he fully discov-

jjn^ ^f fUp
ered that his young wife, althoughhaving many ^-c
noble and attractive qualities, had little sym- ^^^
pathy for his art, and little appreciation of his
unique personality. She also found it difficult to
live with genius. So that life to both was a con-
stant and growing stress and strain.

It was in this Paris sojourn that he began
a real revolt against the modern conditions of
public art. What he held to be sacred art he
found was largely a matter of financial traffic,

and the undisguised commercialism of it filled

him with disgustand contempt. The most sig-

nificant thing, however, that happened to him
in Paris was the awakening of his soul amid
that alien environment to a burning love for his

German Fatherland. There arose within him
longings for "the things that had grown up in

the soil of his home," and his firm conviction

that his art must strike its roots there. His
previous musical sketches had been founded
on stories of other lands. Now he determined
to give himself to German legend and Teutonic
myth. He wrotethe music ofThe Flying Dutch-
man (1840- 1841), a work which touches, as he
says, "strings that can vibrate only in the Ger-
man heart." And there came to him also the

first vision of the possibilities of Tannhauser
and Lohengrin.
Wagner returned to Germany in 1842, for his

Rienzi was accepted and performed at Dres-

den.Thesuccesswasimmense. Both in Dresden
and in Leipzig, enthusiasmwasunbounded, and

13



Ch0 <©Ut^ with this initial performance of his first great

line of the ^P^^^* Richard Wagner became famous. This
«r . jr was in his thirtieth year.
4tlie 'pjjg Flying Dutchman was performed the fol-

lowing year (1843), although with a more lim-

ited success, and some criticism. These works
won him recognition as a true musician, and
he was made conductor of the Dresden Opera,
a position which he held for six years. During
this time he wrote Tannhauser (1843 -1845)
and Lohengrin (1845-1847). Strangely enough,
Tannhauser seemed especially to excite the

bitter hostility of the critics and the press ; but
there were many who deeplyappreciated it, and
among those who applauded it in words of sin-

gular clarityand beautywas Robert Schumann,
the musician. It was, perhaps, the bitterness

of these attacks upon Tannhauser that helped
to drive Wagner further into the ranks of the

revolutionists, and convinced him that a com-
plete social change was needed, for art could

not breathe in a stifling atmosphere. A thun-
derstorm was needed to clear the air.

In 1846 Wagner undertook to prove that the
Ninth Symphony of Beethoven was a human
gospel, and immediatelyhe found himselfin the
midst of newspaper controversies. The critics

rebelled at his chaos of tones in music, at his

radical essays in criticism, at his private lifeand
character. But he answered them vigorously.

He felt that he was a prophet of a new era, the
high priest ofa pure and holy art, and therefore,

without consideration for himself or others, he
kept straight on in his course, fighting for the

14



welfare of art and of his Fatherland. He was ^h^ #nt-
whatSchillerhadsighedfor,— "astrangefigure jj*.^ nf fh^
in his century, come, fearful as Agamemnon's «i.5 ^
son, to purify it" ^"^

3. The Exile, 1849-1861

•^ I•HOSE three years in Paris were there-
\^JLfore not wasted. Wagner was being
tested, his ideals clarified, and his highest pur-
poses confirmed. For he now resolved to give
himself to musical art, in a long and bitter

warfare if needs be, for what is really true and
beautiful. His fight is really "romanticism
against classicism ; it is liberalism against con-
servatism ; it is the age-long struggle of life to

break through the crust of convention and find

new forms of fruitfulness and beauty."

When he returned home in 1842, he had agreat
longing in his heart to do something for the art

and the people of his native country. He writes

:

"For the first time I saw the Rhine; with tears

in my eyes, I, the poor artist, swore eternal

allegiance to the German Fatherland."
V/agner became a part of that romantic
and revolutionary movement that swept over
France, Germany, and England between 1830
and 1850. Something of it was seen in the writ-

ings of Mazzini and the struggles for Italian

freedom; in the genius of Victor Hugo and
others in France; in Byron, Shelley, and Ten-
nyson in England, and in Beethoven and Wag-
ner in Germany.
Wagner was a visionary and an idealist. He
had revolted against the conditions of public art

15



Cf)0 <©Ut^ ^^^ ^^^ uttered some very revolutionary doc-

lint of the
trines. Into the wave of political revolution and

«x .^
^ idealism that was now passing over Germany,

^^^^ attempting new social ideals, Wagner entered
enthusiastically. He made a famous speech
in Dresden, which was extensively published
under the title : "What is the attitude of repub-
lican aspirationtoward themonarchy?"He held
to the strange contradiction of the supremacy
of the king, the abolishment of the nobility,

and the exaltation of a free people. His speech
pleased neither republicans, nobles, nor mon-
archy. In May, 1849, the insurrection broke out
in Dresden. Wagner's sympathy was with the
revolutionists. How far he was directly impli-

cated is somewhat uncertain ; but a warrant of

arrest was issued against him and he fled from
thecountryacrossthe frontier intoSwitzerland.
His banishment lasted for twelve years. It was

a catastrophe that really proved a blessing. He
himself said: "If I had remained at Dresden^ it

would have been the grave of my art." His ban-
ishment began a newepoch in his life and work.
He wrote: "Outlawed and persecuted, I was
now bound by no ties to any sort of life."He felt

the freedom of his convictions ; he took ajoy in

speaking them boldly and in words of fire. Illu-

sions and restraint were swept away. This pe-

riod of his exile at the midway of his career be-

came the central point in his life, the beginning
of his largest and strongest work. The words
of Beethoven seemed to come with prophetic
meaning to Wagner : "For me, there is no more
happiness except in myself, in my art! O God,

16



give me strength to conquer myself! Nothing /^jh^ (©at-
must bind me to life." y- c ^^^
His banishment was not to be so prolonged i-T^T ^

as was the exile of Dante. After an absence of ^^^^

twelve years he was permitted to return to his
native country, but in those years much hap-
pened in his inward development as well as in

his outward life.

The ten years from 1849 to 1859 were spent in

Switzerland, mostly at Zurich. He lived in re-

tirement and devoted himself entirely to crea-
tive work. Very few outward events broke the
even tenor of the exile's life. There were occa-
sional summer holidayjaunts to various parts
of Switzerland and even to Italy; short visits

were made to Paris, and one of three months to

London; but the almost uninterrupted bulk of
his time and strength were given to his writ-

ings on art and to his own art-creations in the
musical drama. Outer things had lost impor-
tance ; his life was lived in a wonderful world of

its own. The words that he wrote to his friend

Franz Liszt tell the story of his life at this time:

"You can believe me absolutely when I tell

you that the sole reason for my continuing to

live lies in my irresistible longing to complete
a number ofworks in art which still possess vi-

tality within me. I have clearly recognized the
fact that this creating and completing alone are
able to satisfy me, and to fill me with the desire

for life which I often find inexplicable. I cannot
accept any office and shall never do so. What
I do require is an honorable annuity that I may
be able to continue composing my works un-

17



Ci)0 <i^\lt^ disturbed and quite regardless of worldly suc-

litic of tht c^ss."

Hife
He needed this period of rest, retirement, and

concentration to think himself out. He came to

perfect clearness and comprehension in a num-
ber oftreatises which he wrote in the first three

years of his exile. These were on Art and Revo-
lution, The Art Work of the Future, Art and
Climate, Opera and Drama, and A Communi-
cation to My Friends. With these writings, he
clearedup hisown mind and came to the larger

consciousness of what he wanted to do.

Wagner's suggestions on the national drama
are interesting. He advises that its manage-
ment be placed in the hands of competent spe-

cialists, that dramatic and musical schools be
established for the training of artists; that

the music of the churches be reformed at the

same time, and that the whole administration
of opera and theatre be placed under the au-
thority of the minister of public worship, for he
contended that the theatre and opera ought to

be more than amusement and diversion, more
than artistic and enjoyable. He felt that these
ought to be in the highest sense educational

and spiritually inspiring.

So at last by his writings he came to himself.

"As artist and man," he said, "I now step forth

to a new world." The wider realm into which he
entered with a happy consciousness of artis-

tic creation began with The Nibelungen Ring,
threedramas, and a three act prelude, and these
were the chief work and the exultantjoy of his

period of exile among the mountains of Swit-
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zerland. This Nibelungen Ring had begun to f^f^t ^\XU
occupy his thought as early as 1846. He printed \^^ ^f fUp
his poem for a few friends in 1853, and it was ^ c

published in 1864. Rhine-gold was composed in
^^^^

i853-i854;TheValkyrieini854-i856;Siegfried
was begun in 1856, and then interrupted ; it was
finally completed in 1871 ; and The Dusk of the
Gods in 1869- 1874 ; while the first performance
of The Ring was given in 1876; making fully

thirty years from the inception to the full com-
pletion and realization of this gigantic task. It

reminds us ofTennyson's long-continued work
on the Idylls. The interruption was from the
summer of 1857 until the summer of 1859, dur-

ing which he gave himself to the poem and
music of Tristan and Isolda. Yet he did not
feel that this was an interruption, but rather

supplementary to the great world-embracing
Nibelungen myth. It was also at this time that

another figure arose before his mental vision

which he felt was related both to the Nibe-
lungen story and to Tristan, — the wonderful
figure of Parsifal. It was not, however, until

twenty years later that the drama of Parsifal

was written.

During these memorable years of his exile, we
may remember the unique influence on Wag-
ner's life of certain of his friends. The chief

Dt these was Franz Liszt. Wagner describes

his friendship with Liszt as " the most impor-

tant and significant event of his life." Liszt

^ave him material aid, and also, what was more
important, artistic and moral support. Liszt

brought out Wagner's music-dramas at the
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CfjC 4^Ut^ Grand Ducal Theatre at Weimar, and from

line of tht ^^^^ centre they radiated through all Germany.
He wrote essays on Wagner's poems and mu-
sic, introducing them to the German public.

He presented Wagner's interests to the Ger-
man princes. Above all, he gave Wagner his

love, his readiness of comprehension, and his

steadfast faith. He was the first person to rec-

ognize Wagner's immense importance and his

superb genius. He regarded it as the object of
his life, as he wrote, "to be worthy of Wagner's
friendship." Liszt's letters and his visits to Zu-
rich were for these years part of the real in-

spiration in which Wagner lived and created.

Wagner wrote to him out of an overflowing
and grateful heart: "Truly, as far as I can see
around me and into my future, I find nothing
which can raise me up, sustain me, comfort!
me, strengthen me, and arm me for renewed '

struggles but the sight of you once more, and
the few weeks which you will devote to me."
Among other friends, the Wesendoncks must
be reckoned as important. They had placed a
charming chalet on their estate near Zurich at

his disposal and had helped him in other ways.
Frau Mathilde Wesendonck was a most in-

spiring friend and admirer of the great com-
poser, and she had much to do with turning
his thoughts to the great drama of Tristan
and Isolda. He dedicated the poem to her, and
under the inspiration of her loving friendship

he wrote the wonderful music.
Much has been made of these relations,— this

word only need be said. Frau Wesendonck was
20



a "placid sweet Madonna, and their relations Cf^e ^UU
wereaspureandspiritualaswerethoseofDante line of the
and Beatrice." So concludesW.Ashton Ellis in

his preface to the published letters of Richard
Wagner to Mathilde Wesendonck. She herself

wrote: "The tie that bound him to me, whom
he called his muse, was of so high, pure, noble,

and ideal a nature that it will be valued only
by those who know such in their own bosoms."
Wagner's personal references in his autobi-

ography lead us to conclude that trouble was
made because there was utter misconstruction
of his purely friendly relations with Frau We-
sendonck, who was also perfectly unconscious
of having done any wrong.What had been said

with perfect innocence was given by others a
vulgar interpretation. High sentiment and po-

etic feeling were dragged in the mire byjealous
tongues. It was a sad case of aggravated jeal-

ousy and unfortunate misrepresentations. The
friendly relationships that were thus severed

by what almost proved a tragedy had been the
ethereal and sublimated affection of genius for

one who gave him his finest inspiration by ap-

preciation, sympathy, and instinctive response.

Still another friend in these Zurich years was
Hans von Btilow, who largely developed his

musical talent under the tuition of Wagner at

Zurich and became an enthusiastic follower.

Thenceforward he also worked unceasingly

with word and pen and artistic deed in Wag-
ner's service.

But perhaps the most important event in his

life in these years was his acquaintance with
21
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Cf)0 <©Ut:^ the philosophy of Arthur Schopenhauer. Wag-
line of the ^^^ wrote: "He has come to me in my solitude

qric^ like a gift from heaven." The writings of Scho-
penhauer seemed to him almost inspired. The
new views in ethics and philosophy that he
found here werewhat he had been gropingafter
for years; now they were given in clear and
beautiful interpretations. Theyseemed to bring
him into perfect harmonywith himself, and into

maturity of thought and character. They were
both poetry and philosophy for him. He wrote
from his own experience: "The bewildered
thinker can at last stand erect and firm, upon
the soil of true ethics. This we owe to the com-
pleter of Kant, the wide-hearted Arthur Scho-
penhauer."
After these long years of retirement and cre-

ative work, Wagner longed to hear music and
to see his own work upon the stage. He felt

that he needed this for his further inspiration.

He made application for pardon to the King of

Saxony, but it was refused. However, he left

Switzerland and spent some time in Paris,

Vienna, and Munich, and travelled as far as St.

Petersburg, giving concerts, but these jour-

neys brought him little except artistic and ma-
terial distress. It was twelve years before his

exile was over and he was allowed to come
back to Germany.

4. The Return, 1862- 1864

BUT every attempt to rebuild hisshattered
fortunes in Germany seemed to Wagner

to fail. His position was desperate. He looked
22



forward in helpless despair. Suddenly a mes- f^h^ (©ut^
sage from King Ludwig of Bavaria reached yj„^ ^c ^v^
him in May, 1864. One stroke of the royal pen J. ^ ^^^

and Wagner's worldly cares were ended, and ^^^^

there opened up to him the prospect of a glo-

rious day, free from all burdens, radiant with
pure joy.

King Ludwig was a man of unusual parts. He
became a friend of Wagner not for any senti-

mental fancy for music, or as a mere patron of

art, but because of his real appreciation of the
great artist's soul and compositions. He had
read Wagner's writings and had discovered in

him a truly royal ideal. He heard Wagner's Lo-
hengrin and was seized with a deep and glow-
ing love for the man who had created it. He rec-

ognizedWagner as^aspirit towering farabove
his surroundings," and above his age, and he
wished to give him the opportunity to accom-
plish his largest creative work under the best

conditions. But hardly more than a year later

King Ludwig was compelled to dismiss his

friend from Munich, and for a time Wagner's
dreams were again shattered. This event came
about through political intrigues and cabals

that represented him as trying to get the gov-
ernment of Bavaria into his hands and accused
him of wielding an undue influence over the
king.

The romantic young king had desired to be
his munificent patron and true friend. A mag-
nificent new theatre had been planned in Mu-
nich, whereWagner's music-dramas were to be
splendidly rendered, but the court intrigues
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^^t #Ut:^ and violent popular opposition interrupted

line of tht these fine plans. Wagner had been proscribed

and banished from German soil a dozen years
before, and nowa second time he was obliged to

flee, for he was warned at Munich that his life

was in danger.
King Ludwig still believed in Wagner, al-

though he had to banish him from the court,

and during all the succeeding years of his life

he was faithful to him. It was owing to King
Ludwig that Wagner was able to complete his

Nibelungen Ring, his Master-singers, and his

Parsifal, and to have them performed ; and it

was owing to the king's faith and patronage
that at last, in 1872, the Festival Play-House in

Bayreuth was erected as the embodiment of

Wagner's artistic ideals. Wagner said, in that

year :"What this King is tome goes far beyond
my own existence ; that which he has helped on
in me and with me represents a future which
spreads in wide circles around us, a high intel-

lectual culture, asteptowardthe highest destiny
of which a nation is capable,— that is expressed
in the wonderful friendship of King Ludwig."
This royal patron. King Ludwig II of Bava-

ria,wasagiftedman, handsomeand intellectual,

with a passionate love for art and music. He
built in the mountains such magnificent castles

as Hohenschwangau and Neuschwanstein. He
was devoted to the Lohengrin legend and the
other great work which Wagner was attempt-
ing. It was a distinct loss to art that the in-

trigues and misrepresentations of the court

separatedWagner from him, and more than all
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I
Uat the family infirmity of insanity at last over- CI^C <©Ut^
took and darkened King Ludwig's closing days. Jjtie of the
After this fortunate and yet unfortunate epi- qtic^

3ode with King Ludwig, and his practical ban-
ishment from Munich, Wagner again took
refuge in Switzerland in a house in the neigh-
borhood of Lucerne, standing quite isolated

on a point of land on the banks of the lake.

The chief places associated with Wagner's
life are Leipzig, Dresden, Magdeburg, Kbnigs-
berg, Riga, Paris, Vienna, Munich, St. Peters-
burg, London, Italy, and most of all Switzer-
land. One can never estimate how much these
towering Swiss mountains may have added to

his inspiration and vision.

5. The Second Exile, 1865-1871

*V FTER the banishment from Munich,

Icy, ^ Wagnerwent again to Switzerland, and
spent the following six years in the villa called

Hof Triebschen on Lake Lucerne. These years
became the happiest years of his life. His ear-

lier thoughtless marriage, which had brought
him so much bitterness and misery, was re-

trieved. His first wife, Wilhelmine Planer, had
died in Dresden in January, 1866, and Wagner
had now found by a second marriage a woman
who was a worthy companion, and a strong
inspiration and support in his art work. She
was Cosima Liszt, the daughter of his best and
oldest friend, Franz Liszt. She had been for-

merly the wife of Hans von Billow, from whom
she was divorced. Wagner's own judgment of

her was: "She is a woman possessed of the
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^^t <&\Xt^ rarest gifts in an unheard-of degree ; a won-
j

line of tht ^^^^^^ image of Liszt, but intellectually supe-

'

rior to him. She knew that she could help me,
and did help me. She defied all calumny for me,
and accepted every condemnation." His wife

was the embodiment of his dreams,—-the reali-j

zation of his belief that women are the music'
of life.

During the quiet years at Triebschen, Wag-
ner displayed a creative activity that was sim-
ply wonderful. He had a passion for hard work.
Here he again worked over and completed the
score of The Master-singers (1862- 1867). He
also worked again on The Nibelungen Ring,
and completed Siegfried (1871), and nearly the
whole of his mighty Gotterdammerung (1869-

1874). He wrote many essays and commenced
the publication of his collected works and
poems. And here at Triebschen, where he com-
posed the exquisite Siegfried Idyll, and life was
a continual joy, he had the happiness of receiv-

ing the gift of a son. He writes in his joy: "A
wonderfully beautiful and vigorous son, whom
I can boldly call Siegfried. He will prosper with
my work, and give me a new long life, for life

at last has found a meaning."
What manner of countenance did the great
composer have? We have many portraits of

him. We may interpret them by this word-por-
trait of a French authoress, Judith Gautier:

"What struck me most particularly in this

mightycountenance teeming with energy, next
to the inexpressible brightness of the eyes and
the penetrating look, was the expression of
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infinite kindliness which played around the ^^t <^ViU
lips, and which no portrait can render." xi^p

^f
^Up

Wagner had a temper of volcanic type, but «rf
this was part of his artistic endowment. Such
temper is common to men of genius, especially

f when they overwork or over-worry. But his

eruptions of temper were soon gone, and his

normal life was that of "infinite kindness, al-

most celestial kindness," as his many friends

boretestimony. Hehad astrange personal mag-
netism. "When in his presence," said the artist

Herkomer, "you lose your own identity. You
are under an influence that sets every nerve
at its highest key. I doubt whether any man
since Napoleon I has been known to exercise
such powers of fascination over his admirers
as Richard Wagner does daily." He had an
imperious eloquence and talked with vivacity

upon every possible topic. He showed a mar-
vellous memory, both musically and in other
ways, and was full of the liveliest interest and
the most erudite knowledge of all sorts.

Wagner's artistic soul needed aright environ-

ment for inspiration. Some of his works, it is

true, were composed in poverty, exile, and dis-

comfort, where imagination alone supplied his

want. But when he had come to his own at

last, and lived in his great worlds of artistic

imagination, he indulged the eccentricities of

genius, andwas full of fadsand fancies. Hemust
live just so and dress in just a certain way. He
loved silks and satins, and often his own dress-

ing-gown was a wonderful creation. He had a
singular love for "luminous stuffs that spread
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/^fje (&\xU themselves like streams of flame or fall in splen-

lint of tht ^^^ folds." These helped his imagination and
qr-r. besides, as he himself avowed, he was "by
**^^ nature luxurious, prodigal, and extravagant,

much more than Sardanapalus and all the old

Emperors put together."

He had a passionate love foranimals. Usually,
whether he rode, walked, or rested, he was ac-

companied by one of his magnificent dogs, and
he even insisted that sometimes they helped
him to compose his music by howling most
vociferously when they did not like the sound.
He seriously contemplated writing a history of

his dogs. It is noteworthy that wherever possi-

ble he has introduced animals into his operas,

—swans, dogs, ravens, bears, horses, dragons,
and other creatures, and oftentimes he associ-

ates them with beautiful and significant music.

He loved to go out for long, lonely walks and
for silent communion with nature. Even here
he was accompanied by his dog, and at sunset
time or in the early evening, on these solitary

walks, he received some of his finest inspira-

tions both in poetry and music. Sometimes he
heard and saw so distinctly that it seemed like

faces or voices coming to him from the inmost
soul of things.

Even his idiosyncrasies give singular insight

into his character. His vegetarianismshows the
simplicity of his physical life and his happy out-

look on health, while his essay against vivisec-

tion reveals once again his sincere love for the

lower animals and his sense of fellowship with
all God's creatures.
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I We are told that his life in Switzerland was /^h^ (©Ut^
as regular as it was laborious. He rose at six, t^^ ^^ ^c^
bathed, then reclined and read till ten; break- ^^ ^ ^^^

fasted, worked steadily from eleven till two ;
^^^^

dined, rested, always with a book in hand;
drove from four till six; worked from six till

eight ; supped, and spent the evening in the
midst of his family. It was in these evenings
that Wagner was most charming. Every cloud
was cleared from his brow; his face seemed
radiant with a certain light-hearted goodness,
which diffused a happy atmosphere around
him. He had a kind word for everyone. He en-

tered into everything, and his conversation
scintillated with brilliancy and humor.
But these peaceful years at Triebschen were

brought to a close by the Franco-German War
of 1870. A united Germany was what he had
been longing for, and he hailed its coming with
the greatest enthusiasm.
Wagner nowentered upon the last and holiest

duty of his life. He felt that at length Germany
was ready to receive him and his art ; he longed
for the creation of the ideal German stage,

where art could be ideally presented, and he
desired to dedicate his full work to the German
peopleand through them to the world. Hethere-
fore brought to maturity the plans which had
long been in his mind and left Triebschen with
his family. On May 22, 1872, on Wagner's fifty-

ninth birthday, the foundation stone of the Fes-
tival Play-House at Bayreuth was laid and the

final era of his own great life was begun.
Itwas abeautiful old city, this Bayreuth, which
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C||0 <^\it:^ had been selected as the sacred shrine for the

line of the "^"^ dramatic art. Many tribulations were en-,

dured in securing the site and in building the
great structure. But it was at last completed
through the generosity of King Ludwig, andl

Bayreuth became a Mecca to which pilgrim--

ages from thewhole world weremade by devout t

disciples.

6. The Triumphant Years, 1872- 1883

V f ' T Bayreuth Wagner lived for eleven

csjIjL years, from 1872 until his death in 1883.

Aftermorethan fortyyears ofincessantstruggle

and proclamation of his new ideals of art, there

was founded herean enduringcentre and school
fortheexpositionand interpretation of his fond-

est dreams. Bayreuth is almost the geographi-
cal centre of united Germany, and it was soon
tobecome the centre of thehighest musical and
dramatic art, and to exert a beneficent influence

throughout the whole of Germany and thence
over the whole world. Here Wagner built his

own home, whichhe calledWahnfried, meaning
"where his fancies found repose." Here he was
successful in having built, according to his own
plans and ideas, a magnificent Festival Play-
House, where his great music-dramascould be
ideally performed ; and here also at Bayreuth is

his ivy-covered grave near the home which he
loved.

In 1876 the first festival plays took place. They
were the mighty dramas of The Nibelungen
Ring, performed three times ; undertaken, so
runs the announcement of dedication, "full of
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%x(t

confidence in the spirit of the German nation ^ft^ (©ut-
and completed to the glory of his exalted bene- y|„\, ^f ^^l
factor, King Ludwig II of Bavaria." The finan-

""^ ^^ ^^^

cial success, however, was so disappointing
that a heavy burden fell upon Wagner's shoul-
ders and he was only saved from absolute ruin
by his royal patron. It was not until 1882 that
the second festival plays were given, when the
great attraction was Wagner's new work,
Parsifal (1877 -1882), which had aroused con-
siderable curiosity and interest.

His seclusion from the world, his life of high
faith and hopes, the peace and serenity of his

loving home life, and yet the bitter tragedy of
inappreciation and calumny,—these were the
conditions and atmosphere under which Par-
sifal was completed and performed. His last

earthly happiness was to see this great drama
adequately rendered and to hear the glorious
strains of the exalted music of the Holy Grail.

This second series was a much greater suc-

cess than the first festival, and also left a small
fund for future work.
These great musical festivals at Bayreuth

were Olympian in spirit and scope. Kings,
princes, and nobles mingled there with devout
music-lovers from all parts of the world, and
day byday theirwhole thought was in the great
cycle of tragedies enacted by mortals and the

gods.
Some of Wagner's last work in life was now
completed, especially his essays on practical

philosophy in his treatise on Religion and Art
published in 1880.
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CI^E <©Xtt^ Wagner did not live to see the third series of

line of tbt ^^^ festival plays. His life of incessant struggle
and of many disappointments and the difficult

problems connected with the great enterprise

of his last years were beginning to tell upon
him, so that he was obliged to spend his win-
ters in Italy. He died suddenlyat Venice on Feb-
ruary 13, 1883. The end came when he was in

the midst of his work. At the time of his death
his wife was with him and their children, Dan-
iel, Eva, Isolde, and Siegfried, the last now
twelve years old. The next evening the gondo-
lier who had usually taken him out was found
lying on the steps of the Palazzo Vendramin,
where Wagner had livedand died, weeping bit-

terly. He refused all comfort, saying: "He was
so good a master! I shall never find so good
a one again!"
To show the esteem in which Wagner was at

last held, we may mention that in the course of

the week after his death more than five thou-
sand messages of condolence were sent to the
Wagner family in Venice from all parts of the
civilized world.

Wagner's last years have been usually re-

garded by the world as a fitting consummation
and crowning of his life-work by happiness and
success; butas a matter of fact, therewas much
sadness and tragedy, even despair, in those last

years. He found his work still largely unappre-
ciated, his motives misunderstood, his charac-
termaligned, and his hopesand dreams farfrom
realized. Yet in his tragic failure there were the
beginnings of a larger and a permanent suc-
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cess, to be realized only after his death. We see Cf^C <©Ut^
now that his faith in himself, in his art, and in his Iftit of the
German Fatherland was fullyjustified. He has qtifp
shown an unflinching faithfulness to his ideals

throughout all his life, — as a penniless German
youth, as a lonely exile, as a worker for daily

bread, as a revolutionary enthusiast, as a cre-

ator of noble vision, as a builder of a great Fes-
tival Play-House. He felt that he was a discov-

erer of new landsand a conquerorofnew realms.

He felt that he had a mission for the artistic re-

generation of human society. There are some
who say that Wagner became religious in his

old age, when he wrote Parsifal. Those who
study his life closely find a deep and most ear-

nest spirit of religion in it from beginning to end.

It was not religion of the conventional sort, but
nevertheless religion, in that he believed in God
and his indwelling, and therefore took life se-

riously and sacredly, and lived for the highest
ideals in the service of humanity.
It is interesting to learn that Wagner early

caught some inspiration fromthe life of Luther,
who was one of the heroes of his youth. He vis-

ited Eisleben, the birthplace of Luther, while
he was yet a boy, for his uncle lived there. Later
in life he wrote: "My family had been among
the staunchest Lutherans for generations.

What attracted me most in the great reform-

er's character was his dauntless energy and
fearlessness. Since then I have often rumi-
nated on the true instinct of childhood, for I,

had I not to preach a new gospel of Art? Had I

not also to bear every insult in its defence, and
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Cfje <&nt^ had I not to say, Here I stand; God help me!

line of the ^ cannot do otherwise." The comment of one
<^±c^ critic on these words surely is true, when he

says that in some true sense the same spirit

which animated Luther burned in the heart

of Wagner, — fidelity to the highest that he
knew, readiness to suffer the loss of all things

rather than be false to his ideals.

It is a question of small moment whether one
approves of all Wagner's doctrines and all his

acts. What wemust needs see, I believe, is that

here in Wagner's life and work is the potent

voice ofa mighty man to whom nothing human
was alien or indifferent ; that here was a real

hero throwing himself courageously into the

battle, for what he believed with all his heart

was true and right ; and that here was aprophet
and reformer who proclaimed a vision of better

things and worked earnestly for the coming of

a larger day, —one who sang most earnestly:

"Now dawns the morning of a day divine."

Wagner felt himselfthe heir of all the ages, and
attempted to seize and to use the full heritage

of poetry, painting, drama, and music in his new
creations. He was like one of the hardy naviga-

tors of old,— he had the courage and audacity

to break into the new and undiscovered ocean.

His consciousnessofpowerseemed at times, as

one asserts, to have almost intoxicated him ; at

other times it sustained and cheered him in ut-

ter loneliness ; itdominated allwho came in per-

sonal contact with him, and bent the minds and
wills ofthe rebellious like reeds beforethewind.
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' Wag-ner was an egotist in the sense that he Cf)C <©Ut:^
believed in himself, that he had an immense jj^^ 0f ^u^
consciousness of power, and that when he qric^

was neglected, trampled upon, persecuted, and
ridiculed, he stood up tremendously for him-
self and his ideals, and even felt an exagger-
ated sense of his importance and the consider-
ation due to the part that he was playing in

the world. For a half century, as Haweis says,

"there was no one to believe in Richard Wag-
nerexcept Richard Wagner." But byand bythe
crowned heads and the greatest of his world
began to bow down to him. Then oftentimes
their adulation irritated him as he remembered
their previous neglect of him.

**The study of his personality," as Mr. W. J.
Henderson contends in his Life of Wagner,
" will always bring one back to the same point.

Wagner was entirely dominated by his artistic

nature and ambition. His life can be under-
stood only by an analysis of his motives based
on this premise. Wagner the man was a crea-

ture of Wagner the dreamer. There has never
been a clearer instance of the mastery of gen-
ius. He was unceasingly driven by it from boy-
hood to the grave. It made him selfish, intoler-

ant, dogmatic, dictatorial; but it achieved its

ends. The grave at Wahnfried contains only
ashes. All that was vital in Richard Wagner
lives still in the dramas and the prose works.
The forces which were in the man are just as
active now as they were when he laughed and
stormed in the villa at Bayreuth."
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ESTIMATES





CHARACTERISTICS AND ESTIMATES
JHE immense productivity of Wag-
ner is astonishing. His writings and
poems fill ten large volumes. Besides
the twenty-five poetical works, there

are one hundred and nine separate prose writ-

ings. Of these, nineteen treat of various phases
of life, among which the principal treatises are
Religion and Art, Heroism and Christianity,

The State and Religion, and The Jewish Ele-
ment in Music. Of sixty-seven treatises con-
cerning art, perhaps the most important are
those called Operaand Drama, and the masterly
essay on Beethoven. Some of the treatises re-

late to the drama itself; others treat of stage
reform ; a few give an account of his own artis-

tic career; eleven are interpretations of his

own works, and five are reminiscences of cer-

tain great artists. In many of them are given
his political and social ideas, especially in his

essays on The State and Religion, The Art
Work of the Future, and Art and Revolution.

Of his poetical, dramatic, and musical works,
many volumes have been published. Besides
the eleven great musical dramaswhich are best

known, there are also two dramas with music
rarely given, one called Die Feen and the other

Das Liebes-verbot, and three or four other dra-

matic poems which were to be the basis of

operas. Hisvaried musical works include songs,

marches, cantatas, and symphonies.
Like the great Italian artists of the Renais-

sance, Leonardo daVinci and Michael Angelo,
Wagner was both artist and writer. He took
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himsetf seriously and he took life seriously. He
felt that his art was to be a real part of the pol-

itics, philosophy, and religion of the world. He^
saw that art was not so considered, but was
rather a luxury of life, a recreation and a com-
mercialized product. He felt, therefore, that he
must proclaim a new gospel of art and prepare
the soil in which true art could grow. It was
for this reason that hebecame a writer and sent

forth such a goodly array of pamphlets and
books on art, philosophy, and religion.

It is noteworthy that his periods ofcritical and
political writing came only at certain intervals

in his life when he felt the dire necessity of

speaking out the great truths that were in him.

At such times he poured forth pamphlet after

pamphlet, book after book, until he had fully

said what he felt the times demanded. Such
periods seemed to put an absolute quietus on
his powers of creation in poetry or music. But
afterward there always came another period of

poetic and musical inspiration.

Wagner contended, as has been said, that art

was not something for entertainment or diver-

sion, a relaxation after the labors of the day,

but that it was something deeper and greater.

Once he had defined art as joy in one's self, in

existence; later he regarded art as the highest
common expression ofhuman life ; but still later

it acquired a yet deeper significance for him
and meant the highest moment of human life.

Thereafter he preached most earnestlythe dig-

nity and the divinity of art. He felt that it was
part of the unspeakable vision of holiest revela-
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tion. Herecognizedthedignityof artasfounded €f)aractet:^
on its kinship with religion. Religion alone, as i«^ttC^ aub
he contended in his essay on Religion and Art, (^dtixnataS
lends real creative power to art ; while art only,

by its ideal representation of the symbols of
religion, can bring forth fully the divine truth
concealed within them.

I. His Political Opinions

g I x'AGNER'S political programme which
vLf led to his exile was ^'idyllically un-
worldly." Itwasbased on his desire foragreater
Germany. Kneeling on the shores ofthe Rhine,
as he returned home after the years ofmisery in

Paris, he had vowed eternal fidelity to the Fa-
therland. To this vow he remained true until

his death. It led him into rash action and rash
utterances in 1849, forwhich hewas exiled from
his country. He did not join in the actual fight-

ing at the time, but in many ways he showed
his physical courage and his determination to

side with the weak against the strong. It is

now acknowledged that Wagner possessed
little capacity for politics in the narrower sense
of the word. He was an artist and enthusiast,

a visionary and revolutionist, but he was not
fitted for the practical task ofthe politician who
must devise ways and means to attain political

ends. He believed steadfastly in the brother-

hood of nations, and his dream of the glory of

his German Fatherland was not that it should
rule the world, but that it should ennoble and
redeem the world. He contended in his great
speech: "We must establish German colonies
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Cf^atactet^ in all the world. We will do it better than the

t^ttCj^ aitD Spaniards, to whom the New World was a

#«^tTm;^f r^rf
priestly slaughter-house, and different from the

^ ^ Englishmen, to whom it was a tradesman's till.

We will do it in German fashion, and nobly."

But in his political contentions for the Father-
land his utterances contained the contradic-

tions of genius, and were misunderstood both
by the king and people, by democrats and
monarchists. Hecontended for libertyand prog-
ress and, at the same time, condemned consti-

tutional advances in monarchy. He advocated
the exaltation of the monarch and the abolition

of all the nobility. He wanted a king supreme
in the midst of a free people. It was the vision

ofan idealist. Another ofhis contra^ic|i^^was
his hostility to traditional Cnristiamty anS'yet
his constant affirmation of re'ngion as the foun-

dation of true human dignity and his supreme
object in life as the fulfilment of the pure doc-
trine of Christ. This was also the vision of the
idealist. He loved religion, but he had an antip-

athy to priests. He hated hypocrisy in poetry,

in the drama, in the church, in patriotism, and
in the state. In a letter he wrote: "We throw
over without hesitation church, priestcraft and
the entire historical phenomena of Christianity,

in order to have that Christ whom we wish to

preserve in His full purity." His religiousviews,
therefore, by their vagueness were misunder-
stood, and yet it is certain thatWagner taught
all his life long that belief in God and religion

were the indispensablefoundations of social life

and true art and great nationality.
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Wagner's political creed in its shortest form CfjaractCt:^
was,—"absolute king— free people." The peo- jBttC^ ailD
pie are free, he asserted, only when there is

^jgrffi.vi^l-^w
one ruler and not several. The king is absolute

^^*'""«*^^^

ruler only when he has no rivals in the nobil-

ity or parliament. Every advance in constitu-

tionalism, he contended, is a humiliation for the
ruler, a want of confidence in the sovereign. A
free people, in his thought, were those who had
equal rights and privileges without any aris-

tocracy or nobility among them. Of course such
views would not receive any cordial reception
among the German nobles.

Wagner was never a real liberal, a true demo-
crat, or a consistent socialist. For he held fast

most strenuously to monarchy without consti-

tutional regulation. And yet he was all his life

a revolutionist. He wrote in one of his letters:

"My business is to make revolution wherever
I come." He believed in progress, in freedom,
in a larger civilization, but he never found a
consistent method of working out his ideas.

He was thoroughly and persistently misunder-
stood. He was denounced to the democrats as

a disguised aristocrat and to the princes as a
revolutionist. All the time he was trying to be
faithful to God, the king, andtheGerman people.

Wagner soon learned that politics was not his

sphere. Thenceforward he devoted himself to

the greater revolution of mankind through a
reconstruction of its social and religious ideals

by means of art rather than politics.
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i^tit^ anti

2. His Philosophy

jTnjfAGNER'S attempts at politics, as we
Xjjf saw, ended disastrously and resulted in

his exile. He turned from politics to philosophy
in order to get a practical view of the relations

of life to his great work and to learn to express
himself in the terms of a consistent philoso-

phy both of outward nature and of inner life.

Wagner was essentially a poet, and therefore

the philosophy of Hegel and the pure reason of

Kant did not so much appeal to him. The two
philosophers who became most significant for

him were Feuerbach and Schopenhauer.
Feuerbach was a noble character, a learned

man, extremely modest but with a fearless love

of truth. What attracted Wagner to his writ-

ings was the humanness of his philosophy.

Wagner seemed to recognize in this philoso-

phy his own ideals of an artistic humanity. It

was a philosophy which merged into human
nature, and therein was its great importance
forWagner. Feuerbach's volume. Thoughts on
Death and Immortality, seemed to be espe-
cially inspiring to Wagner. He found agree-
ment with his own thought that the highest
being is community being, and that death is

the last fulfilment of love.

But the philosopher whomeant most toWag-
ner was Schopenhauer. It was in the very year
in which Schopenhauer's first work appeared
in print that Richard Wagner was born. Forty
years later, his discoveryof Schopenhauer, "the
most genial of mankind," as Tolstoi calls him,
was one of the most important events in Wag-
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ner's whole life. Schopenhauer had profoundly CfjaractCt^j
studied Christianity, the ancient Aryan reli- idtxt^ aitll
gious philosophy of India, the entire range ^^thT,^tt^^
of human art from Phidias to Beethoven, and ^^*'»"^^^**

the various departments of natural science. He
was a master of philosophy from Plato to Kant.
Such was the rich soil of Schopenhauer's own
outlook in philosophy, and of his all-embracing

view of life and the world. Wagner grew en-

thusiastic, and adopted this philosophy as soon
as he became acquainted with it, and he always
remained faithful to it. Over his work-table he
hung the picture of the great seer, and in 1868

hewrote: " I have one hope forGerman culture,

that the time will come when Schopenhauer
will be the law-giver for all our thought."
Schopenhauer's philosophy, however, was not

for him the discovery of a new country, but
rather a return to his own first home. It was
a clearing up of his own thoughts and a con-
firmation of his own inherent views. Schopen-
hauer revealed to him the meaning of many
things which had heretofore been nebulous for

him. Still further he confirmed for Wagner
some of his most definite and fundamental
views of life and harmonized his thinking.

Wagner wrote to Liszt after his first acquaint-

ance with Schopenhauer's works: **His main
thought— the final negation of the will for life

itself— is truly solemn, but it alone brings
release. To me, of course, it was not new, nor
can anyone think it, in whom it was not living

before. But it was this philosopher who first

awakened my mind to the clear perception."
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i^tic^ anti

(^^a^timate^

As Wagner says: "What fascinated me so
enormously about Schopenhauer's work was
not only its extraordinary *Fate,' but the clear-

ness and manly precision with which the most
difficult metaphysical problems were treated.

Here the annihilation of the will and complete
abnegation are represented as the sole true

and final deliverance. At first, I could not aban-
don the so-called *cheerful* Greek aspect of

the world. But at last I saw this nullity of the
visible world as the source from which all

tragedy is derived, and such perception is in

every great poet and every great man."
Schopenhauer's philosophy gave a stimulus

to Wagner's artistic productivity. The music
ofThe Valkyrie, the ideal of Tristan, the figure

of Parsifal, all date from the momentous year

1854, when he became acquainted with Scho-
penhauer's works. It also had a clearing effect

upon his artistic views and a purifying influ-

ence on his thoughts of religion and society.

The stimulus was a strengthening ofthe entire

man and especially the deepening of the ar-

tist's faith in himself. But we must remember
that the same philosophy of life in its essen-
tial aspects, and especially the tragic negation
of the will to live, appeared in the great dra-

maticworks ofWagner written before he knew
Schopenhauer as fully as in his later works.
These earlier works were The Flying Dutch-
man, where both heroes, one taught by suffer-

ing, the other by intuitive sympathy, solemnly
renounced the will to live; Tannhauser and
Lohengrin, which are emphatically high trage-
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dies of renunciation and the negation of the Cf|atacter^
will; and The Nibelungen Ring", where the en- x^tiCJ^ ailtl
tire action turns upon the conflict in Wotan's

(gi^tiii^^te^
heart. ^

In regard to the later works, Tristan and
! Isolda is the highest glorification of the will to

i

live, and the philosophy seems to be the direct

I opposite of the negation of the will except in

; the resignation at last to the will of a higher
power ; and when we come to Parsifal, there is

little trace of the negation of the will. Resig-
nation has yielded to action, and the central

idea of the drama is the divine sympathy which
longs for redemption and finally works it out
in the grandest way.
We must remember that Wagner was not
a philosopher in the sense of contributing any
original teaching. He was essentially a poet,

and whatever philosophy he absorbed merely
helped in his large poetic interpretation of life.

His philosophical writings are influential be-

cause he was a man of philosophic ideals, and
these ideals he incorporated in great music-
dramas which are among the civilizing influ-

ences of the world.

3. His Poetry

J I v*HICH was greater in Wagner— the

\\y poet or the musician, the musical com-
poser or the dramatist?" is the question asked
by Professor Albert Lavignac of the Conser-
vatoire at Paris. He answers it by saying that

Wagner was a genius whose thought assumed
with equal facilitythe poeticor the musical form.
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i^txc^ anti

He combined them in one art, and carried them
to their utmost power.
There may be dissentients from this view.

Nevertheless, with the growing appreciation

of Wagner's music, it must be acknowledged
that there is also an increasing interest in his

poetic and dramatic work.He is unique among
composers in writing both the words and the

music ofhis great works. He is a splendid poet-

musician, remarkable in both qualities.

He wrote his poems for music. They are not
ordinary librettos; they are dramatic poems of

noble conception and composition. Perhaps this

has been sometimes forgotten under the spell

and genius of the music. Wagner used to em-
phasizethat people so oftensaw hiswork merely
as music and not as drama, and had not really

entered into his meaning. He wrote once : **The

Tannhauser which I witnessed last evening
was my score here and there, but the drama of

it put aside." It may be, therefore, profitable to

study, at times, the drama without the music.
There are and always will be some who do not

see much poetry in the often primitive rhythm
and alliterative lines of Wagner's verse. They
also see nothing in Walt Whitman's style of

verse. But we must remember that poetry is

something deeper than form. It is in the spirit,

the phrase, the imagery, the sweep of vision or

passion. We may often quarrel with Wagner's
special forms of verse, but we cannot rightly

deny that it has poetry in it, and often poetry of

the highest.

Some contend thatWagnerhadno idea of real
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poetry and was incapable of understanding or <Ct^&t^tttt:^

writing it. Others hold that he was essentially jattC^ atltl

a poet in all that he did, and that he is not only rf^^fttYi^tej^
one of the musicians, but also one of the poets

^^^^ ^
ofthe future.To my mind RichardWagner was
essentially a poet whose dream it was to raise

humanity to nobler heights through the gospel
of a true art.

Wagner in his poetry makes large use of ar-

chaic words and phrases to give atmosphere
and to heighten the antique effect. He often

usesan unusual arrangement ofwords; he loves

the short, broken lines of antiquity; he often

discards both rhythm and rhyme ; he uses the
strong syllable form of verse and the ancient
alliterative method. But sometimes he is in

perfect conventional form, and breathes forth

lyrics and lines of epic sweep and vision wor-
thy of the greatest poets. And surely in all his

dramas he makes great poetic pictures, full of

dramatic force and fire.

In much of his poetry, Wagner seems to me
to answer Carlyle's v/ords: "The meaning of

song goes deep,— akind of inarticulate, unfath-

omable speech which leads us to the edge ofthe

infinite, and lets us for a moment gaze into it."

Wagner as a poet has not yet been fully ap-

preciated. In all his work, from beginning to

end, he is essentially a poet, in temperament,
in vision. He was a careful student of the poets

from Aeschylus to Shakespeare. And while the

quality of his poetic work may not be so fine

as that of Goethe or Schiller, yet his dramatic
genius is fully as great, if not at times greater.
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(e^ttmate^e?

He has told the mediaeval legend with a finer

human and dramatic instinct than any other
poet has shown. Compare the legend of the
Holy Grail as it is given inTennyson's Idylland
in Wagner's Parsifal, and we see at once that

Wagner hasgiven the deeper and strongerver-
sion of the great story in a more thrilling way.
So with Tristan and Isolda ; Wagner's poem is

vastly greater than either Tennyson's or Mat-
thew Arnold's. It is a wonderful poem, and as
one has said, "a poem like that of Tristan has
sprung as truly from music as Aphrodite, the
goddess of perfect beauty, has sprung from the

waves of the sea." Never has the Lohengrin
legend been so poetically told. Wagner's poem
as well as the music of Lohengrin is one of the
"undying, eternally beautiful creations of the
human mind." Liszt described it as a single in-

divisible miracle, the highest and most perfect

work of art. The poetic telling of Tannhauser
and The Master-singers of Nuremberg are
wonderfully done. Certainly no one has welded
together the oldTeutonic myths with such con-
summateskill and power asWagner hasshown
m The Nibelungen Ring. Many of his lyrics

scattered through the dramas are exquisitely

beautiful ; his descriptive passages, of which a
fine anthology might easily be culled, are often

full of keen insight and wisdom eloquently ex-
pressed. His language as a rule is exquisitely

lucid, but if at times it becomes uncouth and
involved, it is so because he is so intensely Ger-
man, so archaic in the flavor of his speech, and
often so compressed in statement.
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Wagner was a poet who became a musician, Cfjatacter:^
and he always is and forever remains a poet-

ij^tici^ ailtl
musician. In his great creations he never writes ^^f ^ ^
music for words nor words for music. The sub- ^^*^Illiat0^

stance of the great conception is poetical, mu-
sical, and artistic in one birth. Sometimes one
part of it iswritten first and sometimes another,
but the great whole symphonic construction
lies as a poetic atmosphere in mind and heart
until it is completed. This helps to explain
Wagner the poet and Wagner the musician —
they are one.

Wagnerloved the great poets, andwas oftheir
spirit. From Aeschylus to Shakespeare, from
Hafiz to Schiller, from Phidias to Raphael, from
Palestrina to Beethoven,— this is the world of

poetry and art of which Wagner never ceased
to speak in glowing words. These are *'the

greatest and noblest spirits whose voices have
been heard for centuries crying in the wilder-

ness of the world and calling us to higher and
nobler life."

4. His Music

*^i*HE story ofWagner's musical awaken-
\^^X^ ing is interesting. Music was not his first

love, although he began taking lessons as a
child. He learned much of his music by ear

and would not practise the regular exercises.

He seems to have been deeply impressed by
the music of Weber, who was a friend of the
family, but his great musical awakening was
when, at fifteen years of age, he first heard
the music of Beethoven. The depths of his soul
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Cfjatactet:^ were profoundly stirred. At once he began to

i^tXt^ anil ^^^S to write music and to express what he felt

within his soul. He found that he must know
musical theory and counterpoint, so he bor-

rowed books and studied these difficult arts.

He borrowed from a circulating library a book
on thorough-bass, and worked over that until

he conquered it. He began to compose sonatas
and quartets, and he attempted overtures for

grand opera. At sixteen he had copied most of

Beethoven's masterpieces, analyzed them, and
understood them. He was living with sonatas,

quartets, and overtures, and buildingmostcom-
plicated musical structures. So he worked and
lived in an enthusiastic fervor of musical com-
position until the time when he became chorus
master at Wiirzburg, and his long career of

greater musical compositions began.

OfWagneras amusician, much has been writ-

tenbymusical authorities, and theworld has ac-

cepted the testimony that in Wagner they find

a unique genius, one of the master composers
of the race. All of us appreciate certain phases
ofWagner's music, for instance, the wonderful
wave music and revelations of sublime passion

in Tristan, the conflicting temptations and tri-

umphs of the Pilgrim'sChorus, thetendermem-
oryand heavenlyaspiration ofthe EveningStar,

the wonderful Fire music of The Valkyrie, the

Good Friday music of Parsifal, and a hundred
other miracles of harmonious inspiration in his

work, but only a few of us understand or ap-

preciate his marvellous command of the tech-

nique of harmony and counterpoint, and his
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masterly power of orchestration. On these mat-
ters we may well be content to follow the dis-

criminating judg-ment of Professor Lavignac,
teacher of harmony at the Conservatoire at

Paris. He points out that musical melody in

Wagner is not what is ordinarily meant by that

term, —the Italian melodybased on the regular
rhythmical return of musical phrases, the sen-

timent of the key, and the invariable close with
the perfect cadence ; but that Wagner's melody
is free and infinite in the sense of not being
finished, always linking itself to another mel-
ody, and thus admitting all possible modula-
tions. It is a sequence of connected melodies
allowing the singer every liberty in musical
declamation. It is indeed declamation in music,

rather than a song to music.

Another element freely used byWagner in his

music is that of the leit motif, or leading mu-
sical motive. It is a sort of musical symbol or

portrait representing the chief ideas or char-

acters of the drama. It is always short, simple,

and easy to recognize and remember. Often it

is descriptive and characteristic in its tones.

Wagner first used it in The Flying Dutchman
in three forms ; in Tannhauser he created five

chiefmotives; in Lohengrin nine motives. In his

subsequent works he used these musical mo-
tives even more frequently with conscious pur-

pose and with extraordinary power. Some of

these great motives, such as the Grail motive
and the Faith motive in Parsifal, the Swan mo-
tive in Lohengrin, the motive of the Forge in

Siegfried, the Gallop of the horses in The Val-
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Cfjaracter^ kyrie, and the Valhalla motive in The Dusk of

i^tic^ ant! the Gods, have become so well known as to be

<e^timate^ instantly recognized.
Professor Lavignac has also indicated that
Wagner's system of harmony resembles that
of Bach and Beethoven. He pays more atten-

tion to the rules of counterpoint than to har-
mony properly so called. His harmonic struc-

ture in music allows certain combinations of

irregular chords beyond the strict rules of

harmony, and a considerably enlarged coun-
terpoint untrammelled and enriched beyond
conventional restrictions. His orchestration is

richer and fuller in color than Beethoven's. He
treats every instrument with the same cer-

tainty of touch as if he played it himself. In his

musical style, everything is combined,— mel-
ody, harmony, and orchestration,— in accentu-
ating and determining the dramatic action, and
the result is an unparalleled boldness, richness,

and power.
Very interesting was his method and man-
ner of musical composition. Often he wrote his

poem first and did not begin to set it to music
until it was completely finished, and yet often

the musical thought and atmosphere were
growing with the growth of the poem. Some*
times, however, the music would be unwritten
for years. He composed hismusic as Beethoven
did, walking about and gesticulating. When it

began to take form, he played it on the piano
and then wrote it out. Sometimes he kept sev-

eral works before him at the same time, com-
posing the music of one and the poetry of an-

,
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other, and yet bringing each out into a perfect €1)aveitttt^
whole, music and words flowing together as if j^tic^ axitX
one stream.

(^j^tim^tp^
.Me once wrote, explaining his methods: ''It

'^^^""^*'^^

is not my way to choose a certain subject,

elaborate it into verse, and then cogitate music
suitable to go with it. Such a method would
indeed subject me to the disadvantage of hav-
ing to be inspired twice by the same subject,

which is impossible. Before I begin to make a
verse, or even to project a scene, I am already
intoxicated by the musical fragrance of my
task. I have all the tones, all the characteristic

motives, in myhead, so that when the verses are
completed and the scenes arranged, the opera
is practically finished, so far as I am concerned;
and the detailed execution of the work is little

more than a quiet after-labor which has been
preceded by the real moments of creation."

Concerning the writing of Siegfried, he said :

"The musical phrases fit themselves on to

the verses and periods without any trouble on
my part ; everything grows as if wild from the
ground."
The close unity in every one ofWagner's dra-

mas must be noted. They are very different

from the French and Italian operas, which con-

sist of a series of separate arias, duets, sex-

tets, or choruses, more or less loosely strung
together. In Wagner's dramas, all is so in-

timately conjoined that any part separated
from the context loses much of its beauty and
meaning. Of course there are exceptions, such
as Walter's prize song in The Master-singers,
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<C^Ht^tttt^ the Evening Star song in Tannhauser, and the

i0tit0 anU Wedding March in Lohengrin, but in general

(iFrffttnAfp^
^^^ ^^ closely articulated without joints ; words

^ ^ and music being twined and intertwined in a
continuous unity and harmony.
Wagner's conception ofmelody and his musi-

cal form are largely the development of ideas
first used by Weber and Beethoven.We must
reiterate that melody with him is not a song or

a dance tune, in which the phrases are rhythmi-
cal and symmetrical, but rather a harmony that

flows on without pausing or returning upon
itself. Melody, as he conceives it, should pro-

duce upon the spirit of the listener an effect, to

use his own words, "like that which a beauti-

ful forest produces, on a summer evening, upon
a lonely wanderer, who has but just left the
town, and who listens ever more keenly as one
who hears with new senses, and becomes with
every moment more distinctlyconscious ofend-
lessly varied voices that are abroad in the for-

est. New and various ones constantly join,—
such as he never remembers to have heard be-

fore ; and as they multiply in number they in-

crease in mysterious power. They grow louder
and louder, and so manyare the voices, the sep-
arate tunes, he hears, that the whole strong,

clear-swelling music seems to him only the
great forest melody that enchained him with
awe at the beginning."

5. His Art-Ideas

/ I
\'ITH Wagner the relation of music to

\jj the drama is most vital and necessary,
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for music is the root of all art. It is not only CfjatactCT^
the most human expression of every phase of x^tif rf aitU
human emotion in a universal language, but it ^fffiyf^^fpa
can also marvellouslyexpress the transcendent, **^^*^*""^^?

the infinite, the eternal. It therefore gives to the
drama an all-embracing atmosphere, a depth
and height thatwould otherwise be impossible.

This peculiar position of music was indicated

very finely and accurately by Wagner when
he said that music stands in the same relation

to the other arts as religion stands to the
church. In Goethe's words, "it exalts and enno-
bles everything which it expresses." Wagner
felt that music alone ii desolate; only in the
drama can music become form and at the same
time remain solely and entirely expressive. In

the new drama, Wagner contends that Shake-
speare's forms and Beethoven's melodies will

coalesce into one and the same being, so that

the deeds of music will become visible.

Now, in this new drama the relation of music
and poetry is also most interesting. The object

of music is not to support the poetry, but togive

its own and a fuller interpretation to the one
revelation in which all the arts are in most
intimate alliance and yet each is independent.

It is a creative alliance for a manifold and un-
speakable expression. The poet finds in such
a drama means of portrayal such as he never
had before. The poet concentrates feelings and
thoughts into right words for the understand-
ing; the musician, on the other hand, expands
this same revelation into its widest emotional
significance. Wagner calls the musician ''the
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x^tic^ anti

tone-poet," while referring to the other as "the
word-poet," and his new drama Wagner some-
times calls "the word-tone-drama." Wagner
contends that in truth the greatness of the poet
is best measured by that on which he keeps
silence, but in keeping silence the poet calls to

the musician: "Spread your melody boldly; let

it flow as a continual stream through the whole
work ; say in it that which I pass over in silence,

because you alone can say it, and silently I will

say all, leading you by the hand."
The musician it is who causes this silence to

sound forth. Music expresses that which ordi-

nary language cannot express, what we have
called from our standpoint of understanding,
the unspeakable. We can understand, there-
fore, a little better Wagner's own conception
of the mission of music and of poetry and his

own enthusiasm for Beethoven, of whom he
speaks in that classic sentence: "Beethoven's
last symphony is the release of music from its

own proper element to become universal art. It

is the human gospel of the art of the future.

Beyond it no further progress on its own lines

is possible ; for nothing can follow directly upon
it but the universal drama, for which Beethoven
has forged the artistic key."

The art doctrines of Wagner begin with the
fundamental proposition for which he fought
untired, undaunted, undiscouraged, the teach-
ing and gospel to which he gave his life,— in a
word, that true art has dignity and divinity. He
found in it eternal rules and an inspiration by
which to fashion life to higher ends. He loved
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to study the Greek art, and found instruction Cfjatacter^
even in its ruin. In that ancient art, he saw jrffjf rf £*«>|
how architecture, sculpture, music, and drama ^^
taught all subsequent ages how life might be ^^^I^^^te^

shaped so as to render it more endurable and
more worthy.
He contended that art is the highest experi-

ence of human life, and that it is involved in

politics, philosophy, and religion. It has a deep
part in religion, since it is one of the means of
revelation and therefore of possible regenera-
tion. Wagnerasserted that in the future, art will

be that which to-day it can only long to be and
not really is ; but life will become all that it can
ever hope to be only by receiving art into its

bosom. Human society must be thoroughly re-

constructed, and this can be done only by re-

ligion, whose noblest handmaid is the highest
art, which teaches man to understand nature,

and also to understand himself As Novalis
says: **Only an artist can divine the meaning
of life."

Another contention of Wagner's was that no
single individual can produce the highest art. It

must be the work ofthewhole people. The trag-

edies of Aeschylus and Sophocles were largely

the work of Athens. So Wagner felt that his

work was the work not of himself but of the

whole German genius, the expression of the
highest German art. His view was that only in

the highest art can the collective world con-

sciously apprehend itself; only collective art is

highest art. This means that the best art must
grow out of the communal life of the people,
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Cl)atact0t^ and also that it has unrivalled powers of unify-

X^tic^ antl ^^^ ^^^ people among themselves. Here Wag-

^^timott^ "^^ stands on the same ground as Schiller,

^

.

^ who contends that man regains unity through
the ideal. The high mission of art in Wagner's
thoughts, and a mission which it can fulfil only
when it is the commonproperty of all,is **to lib-

erate the thought by endowing it with higher
expressions, to redeem science by showing its

inner significance, and to teach men to under-
stand nature in an infinitely grand compass

;

to manifest unity in the multifold, rest in move-
ment, the eternal in the temporal. It delivers

the mind from the confusion and endless mul-
tiplicity of its perceptions, and reveals the eter-

nally One."
Now, in the world of art, Wagner contended

not only that the drama is the highest art, but
that the most perfect drama is that which is

purely and deeply human. By drama he meant
not merely one kind of poetic construction as
it is ordinarily understood, but a representa-
tion which included poetry, music, painting,

and action in one great harmony,—a synthesis
of the highest art in one living wjiole. Wag-
ner regarded such drama as "the Original, the
Fundamental, the Immeasurable, the Illimit-

able, the EternallyTrue, the source from which
all inspiration flows, the root through which
the nourishment for new strength is imbibed."
The great Goethe had dreamed of such a union
of poetry, painting, song, music, and acting
when he said, as early as 1825: " If all these arts

were made to work together, with the charms
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of youth and beauty, in a single evening, and ilhCiVeitttt^
all of a high degree of excellence, there would jrii-i^^ ^^^
be afeast such as no other could comparewith." ^
Lessing had also said, with deep insight : "Na- ^^^tXlTiate^

ture seems to have designed poetry and music,
not so much to combine together, as rather to
be one and the same art." Herder, the eminent
critic and philosopher, was also looking for

an art work "in which poetry, music, action,

and scenery are one." What these poets and
seershad longed for, Wagnersplendidlyaccom-
plished in his superb music-dramas.

6. His Religion
' V

I
V'AGNER'S life was love and sympathy.

VjJ He always spoke most tenderly of his

mother ; he had much affection for his wifeWil-
helmine, even though she brought much bitter-

nesstohim ;hehad aglowinglove for his Father-
land; he had a passionate fondness for animals,

as revealed in many passages of his writings

;

he had a constant longing for the affection of

his closest friends;again and again he cries out
for love from the fearfulsolitudeofhisgenius,as

the hart desireththewater brook. The continual

theme of his greatest work in the series of dra-

mas from The Flying Dutchman to Parsifal is

the one subject,—loveand its redeeming power.
The attempt is sometimes made to disassoci-

ate a man and his v/ork. Some have even said

thatWagner the manwasmeanand despicable,

while his musical creations were great and un-
surpassed. Others find much to admire in the

man, his heroic struggles, his indomitable v/ill,
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Cljatactet^ and his superb triumphs as an artist and mu-

i^tit^ atltl
^^^^^ reformer, while at the same time they do

<f?rfftiriAtP^
notadmireor understandhis music. Individuals

^ ^ j^^^^ their limitations. It is not given to every
one to enjoy lofty music; nor to discern great
character.

There are some who think that Wagner had
no religion ; others that what little religion he
had, he changed every few years. They seem to

imagine that he was a Christian until he wrote
Lohengrin, but that afterwards he adopted a
heathenish naturalism which showed itself in

The Nibelungen Ring; that a few years later

he fell under the influence of philosophic pes-

simism and wrote Tristan and Isolda; that

this phase gradually gave way to more healthy
ideas and he wroteThe Master-singers; and at

last that he had a religious transformation and
composed Parsifal. Such notions, which are ex-
ploited by an eminent French professor of phi-

losophy, are due to an inadequate knowledge
of Wagner's personality. Careful study shows
that there was a pervading religious motive
throughout his life, and a consistent develop-
ment of real faith in the essence of religion and
in the possibilities of human regeneration.
Faith is the soul of art, in Wagner's opinion.

In his younger years he spoke the inspiring

words: "We wish to rise from the degrading
slavery of handicraft with its pale financial

soul, to free artistic humanity with its radiant

world-soul." In his lastwork, Parsifal, composed
after a life of bitterness and disappointment,
he cried in mightyandconvincingtones: "Faith
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lives!" (Der Glaube lebt!) The music at the <fff)aracter^
close brings a metamorphosis of the doleful ij^tif^ ^iis"
strain which Parsifal's genius has recognized ^^^-
as the divine lament of nature, "borne on the ^^w^^^^^^
brilliant tones of the trumpets and exalted to

a triumphant reassertion of faith by the radiant
world's soul."

But besides his belief in faith as the soul of
art, Wagner's other basic principle was that of
love as the greatest force of life. He contended
that the mediator between force and freedom,
withoutwhich force is brutality and freedom ca-

price, is love. In another place he asserted that

love is the mother of society and must there-

fore be its only principle.

He affirmed further that nothing is more wor-
thy of love than the community of mankind.
He wrote to Liszt :

" For the entire human race,

the condition of lovelessness is that of suffer-

ing." Perhaps no passage better reveals hiswis-

dom on this matter than the following: "What
is it that destroys our civilization if it is not

the want of love? How can the youthful mind
learn to love the world as it gradually unfolds

itself before him, whilst we continue to incul-

cate nothing but caution and suspicion in his

dealings therewith? Surely there is only one
right way, namely, to explain the lovelessness

of the world to him and its consequence in suf-

fering. In this way his sympathy will be awak-
ened, and will lead him to realize the causes
of his suffering, and himself to renounce the

impulses of his passion, so as to diminish and
divert the suffering of others." He concludes:
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"Only that love which has sprung from sym-
pathy, and has been intensified until it has com-
pletely broken the selfish will of the individual,

is the redeeming love of Christianity, the love

which quite of itself includes faith and hope,—
faith as the truthful, certain, divinely confirmed
consciousness of the moral significance of the
world, hope as the blessed knowledge oftheim-
possibilityof hisconsciousness beingdeceived."
Richard Wagner's religion emphasized espe-

cially the doctrine of regeneration. But this is

not the usual theological doctrine so described,

but a practical reconstruction of human soci-

ety. He wrote : "We recognize the cause of the
decadence of historical man and the necessity

of his regeneration.We believe in the possibil-

ity of the regeneration and devote ourselves

thereto in every sense."Again he wrote: "Only
from the deep soil of a true religion can the in-

ducement and the strength proceed which are

necessary for carrying through the regenera-

tion." Some confusion in his writings results

from his contention that religion itself has
undergone decadence, the churches and the
modern state as well, and by the assumption of

a religion which is yet to grow out of the Chris-

tian revelation. Wagner's principalworks deal-

ing directly with regeneration are the works of

his later years, especially Religion and Art and
The Heroic Age and Christianity. After reli-

gion, art is in thesewritings consideredthemost
important factor of regeneration. His leading

thought is that art cannot really come to ma-
turity in the present state of society; that this
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is possible only in a regenerated society; but Cf^atactCT:;
that without the cooperation of art, regenera- trfftf^ ^nl!
tion is impossible.Wagner had no word of ap- ^^^ f ^
proval for the chaos of modern civilization ; nor ^^wltiate^

did he believe in so-called natural progress, but
he contended that wherever we look in the civ-

ilized v/orld we find the need of the regenera-
tion of mankind. He called our modern world
profoundly immoral,— transforming men into

monsters; a world of murder and robbery, or-

ganized and legalized by lying, deception, and
hypocrisy. He found that the task which de-

volves upon the spirit of truthfulness is that of

recognizing our culture and civilization as the
misbegotten progeny of the lies of the human
race.

Wagner sought for the causes of the deca-
dence of civilized man. He seemed to find vari-

ous explanations in philosophy, in history, and
in natural science. At times he was pessimis-

tic, but his poetic nature could not rest in pes-

simism. He had an inexhaustible force of faith

and hope ; he believed in the inner strength of

mankindand the fullest possibilities ofredemp-
tion. At times he exclaimed against the impo-
tent religion ofthe churches fromwhich he said

God had been discarded, but nevertheless he
believed in religion and the religion of Christ,

as the measureless power for the progressive

redemption of the world.

Wagner called our world the wilderness of a

blighted paradise. He lamented over the shat-

tered faith and the purity of human nature. He
contended that we can look for salvation only in
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i^tic^ anti

the awakening of man to his simple and holy

dignity. The belief in the essential purity and
holiness of human nature was the philosophi-

cal foundation of Wagner's doctrine of regen-

eration. But in connection with this, Wagner
proclaimed the strange contradiction that the

negation of the will to live must always appear
as the highest energy of the will itself, that out
of the inner negation of the world the affirma-

tion of redemption will be born.

The real basis ofWagner'sreligiousbeliefwas
his conviction that the moral significanceofthe

world is the crowning point of all knowledge.
Wagner spoke of faith as a deed, the positive

impulse of life.

In Wagner's thought, true art is to save the

substance of religion and to recover for us that

purest religion which is to spring from Chris-

tian revelation, the noblest heritage of Chris-

tian thought in its reconstructing purity and
sympathy. He felt that truthful art is an ema-
nation from truthful religion, that onlyuponthe
foundations of a truthful morality can the true

blossoms of art spring forth.

In what sense Wagner was a Christian there

may still be some debate, but as far back as

1851 he said: "If I, in the desire to free myself
from the depravity of the modern world, have
been a Christian, I was at least a more honest
Christian than those who with their insolent

piety reproachme with falling awayfrom Chris-

tianity." And again later he wrote: "Hence-
forward our only concern will be to prepare a

vigorous soil for the renewed culture of the re-
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Hgion ofsympathy among us. Perhaps the sage iChatatttt^
which helped us to look upwards in our deca- ^^i^f^ ^^^
dence would be not seen but heard— as a sigh t5
of deep sympathy, such as was once heard from ^^tXUiatC^

the Cross at Golgotha, now springing from our
own soul." And finally, this passage from Re-
ligion and Art: *' However peaceful the condi-
tion may be which will result from the regen-
eration of the human race, by reason of an ap-
peased conscience, the fearful tragedy of the
world's existence will continually make itself

felt, in nature around us, in the violent conflict

of the elements, in the ceaseless lower mani-
festations of the Will beside and about us, in

sea and desert, even in the insect and worm
upon which we carelessly tread ; and daily we
shall look to the Saviour on the Cross as our
last exalted refuge."

We need not consider in this sketch of Wag-
ner's life some of the minorphases which, how-
ever important they seemed to him, are now
discerned to have no great significance in his

career. I refer to such matters as his essays on
vivisection, his enthusiastic advocacy of vege-
tarianism, and his surprising thesis on The
Jewish Element in Music. The greatest minds
have their eccentricities ; Wagner had many.
Wagner's art and all highest art may rightly

be called religious. He continually contended
that "True art and true religion mutually con-

dition each other; and from their union springs

the regeneration of a race, the reborn blessed

artistic humanity of the future." The perfect

drama, therefore, is the living representation
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i^tic^ anti

€^timate^

of deepest religion and human dignity, the art-

work where the highest and deepest things
which the human mind is capable of grasping
shall be communicated in the most intelligible

and the most convincing way.
Those who can appreciate both the man and

his work find that the spirit and character of

the man are wonderfully reflected and inter-

preted in the great dramas that were the fullest

expression of his mind and heart. Thesedramas
grapple with the largestthemes of spiritual life.

He uses for his backgrounds the mighty m3rths
and legends of the Teutonic people, and they
become the ideal fields for his purpose. The'
vast mythic personalities are symbols rather
than historic individuals, and through them we
see the vital ethical laws working themselves
out. The religious ideas of sin and its conse-

;

quences, of retribution for violated law, and of

redemptionthrough suffering and self-sacrifice

are presented in these music-dramas with tre-

mendous power. There may be different inter-

pretations of the tremendous lessons involved,

but no one can doubt that Wagner is seriously

grappling with the greatest question of life and
destiny.

Many of Wagner's religious opinions may
be in dispute, but he surely held to the reality

of the deepest truths of morality and religion.

"It is impossible," writes a careful critic, "to
studyWagner's works without being struck by
the singularly deep religious feeling by which
they are pervaded. The broad basis of his reli-

gion was the emancipation of the human race

;
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this was his conception of the fulfilment of Cf^atacter^
the purer doctrine of Christ. To him the doc- x^ttC^ autl
trine that Jesus preached was Love, and in his dg^HmatC^
earnest desire to arrive at the rock of truth in

^^ * *" ^

religious life and art, we cannot wonder that he
. felt little orno sympathy with thosewhoseemed
to him to have obscured that precious truth
withcloudsof arbitraryand ostentatiousdogma
designed to further the worldly interests of

priesthood. " We can further agree with the
judgment of another admirable critic who con-
cludes: **Ifwe sometimes hear Wagner speak-
ing with contempt of Christianity, we must re-

member that it is the formal and official, and
not the essential Christianity at which his dia-

tribes are directed. Upon the vital elements of

the doctrine of Christ his art laid firm hold ; it

clothed them with the beautyofgloriousmusic,
and it will share their immortality."

7. His Place in History and Art

V I V HAT will be the effectonWagner's fame
vLr of his recent volumes of autobiography,

which give such a full revelation of the details

of his life? They reveal the weakness as well as

the greatness of the man. Some contend that

they make Wagner similar to Lord Bacon, who
was called in his daythe greatest and themean-
est of men. Wagner has shown vast contrasts

in character. He had his limitations and some
unfortunate traits, but he also had many splen-

did traits of character as well as high ideals

and glorious visions. I think we may leave the

matter where Dr. Washington Gladden leaves
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Ci^atacteti? it in his Harvard lectures on "Witnesses of the

i^tic^ antl Light,"where he says: "Richard Wagner was

(iBi^thtiatCi^
not a saint. His temper was stormy; of tact he

^ was destitute ; he wasabsorbed in his own crea-

tions, and often rather oblivious of the interests

of others. Respecting money matters his sen-
timents were chivalrous, but his habits were
reckless. Upon some of the episodes of his life

one does not care to dwell ; only the Omniscient
can bejudge. But over against these failingswe
may place his genuine democracy. To the gon-
dolier or the cabman, he was as courteous as
to the king, and his servants worshipped him.

To every living creature his heartwent outwith
compassion ; to his friends he was the soul of

loyalty, and there were hosts ofthem whose de-

votion to him amounted to a passion. His work,
like that of most of the great workers, is of

uneven value ; but when the ages to come shall

have sifted the chaff from the grain, it may ap-
pear that the largest and the best contribution
to the world-store of great music and high in-

spiration at the end of the nineteenth century
was the contribution of Richard Wagner."
RichardWagner was an extraordinaryman in

the midst ofan ordinary environment. The pro-

saic, practical, utilitarian Germany of the nine-

teenth century, full of science, railways, armies,

and commerce, produced a poet and musician
who felt himself the prophet of a new era for

the redemption of humanity. He brought to life

a new world of inspiration and beauty in his

greatmusic-dramas ofTannhauser, Lohengrin,
Tristan, andThe Nibelungen Ring. In the midst
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of scientific Germany, the miracle of Richard Cfjatactet^
Wagner happened, and to a German Festival j^tic^ anti
Play-House lovers of the beauty and power of t<|twHmist<><f
universal truth flocked by thousands from all

^^^""^'-^^

parts of the world. In this commercial age of
ours, founded so largely on money standards,
his revelation of pure idealism, set forth in a
small provincial town, won at last the recogni-
tion and support of a mighty emperor, and the
applause and admiration of the whole world.
It was the fine judgment of Nietzsche that
Wagner was not only a great artist, but that he
was "one of the great powers of civilization."

There are many who will consider this esti-

mate extravagant, but those who follow closely

the leading of his great and lofty mind must
acknowledge that Wagner is one of the most
brilliant lights in that revelation of German art

whose soul is music and poetry, and whose
most perfect form is the music-drama which
is being fully recognized as one of the modern
powers of civilization. As Chamberlain says,

"The German people have long ago acknow-
ledged that its greatest poets are its musi-
cians." Goethe and Schiller are superb word-
poets, but Bach, Beethoven, and Wagner ex-

press something incomparable, and beyond
words, for only in music does the soul of the

German people attain its fullest expression and
its highest perfection.

When we study carefully the antecedents of

Richard Wagner in history and art, we see

clearly that there were causes and reasons for

his emergence at this epoch. It was not so
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much a happening as a logical outcome and his-

torical development. German civilization had
been the slow growth of centuries. It had been
nourished from a hundred roots, and this final

poet-musician, as Nietzsche contended, was
a consummation and revelation of the whole
mighty past.

The prophecies concerning the possibilities of

art which Goethe, Schiller, and Herder uttered,

the philosophies of Kant, Hegel, and Schopen-
hauer, and the musical revelations of Bach and
Beethoven show that Wagner's greatness is

not at all an accident of history or an emergence
of meteoric genius, but rather the slowly ma-
tured product of the artistic development ofthe
German nation. His life and work are the in-

spiration and prophecy ofthe greatest German
poets and of the loftiest German musicians and
artists, as well as the spiritand aspiration ofthe
whole German people. He was the fulfilment

ofJean Paul Richter's prophecy: "We wait for

the man who shall write both the words and
the music ofa true opera ;" and also of Herder's
prophecy of the man "who will upset the whole
abode of sing-song opera, and will erect an
Odeum, a complete lyric building, in which po-
etry, music, action, and scenery are one." Wag-
ner, the latest of Germany's truly great ones,

equally gifted as musician and poet, brought
forth the immortal creations which are expres-
sions of the highest German art, — the music-
dramas. As the Greek drama reached its high-

est point in Sophocles, the Spanish inCalderon,

the English in Shakespeare, so the German
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drama has reached its highest development in 4S^^x^tttt^
Wagner. ^^^-^ J^

The question may be asked whether we shall ^^^^ <. ^
ever see another Wagner. It is impossible to ^^wtnatc^

answer, but we may feel sure that whatever
the astounding genius of the future, it will build

on the same essential foundations in order to

reach the highest possible art. The work of
Wagner has become the priceless heritage of

humanity.
We recognize, as we said, intellectual limita-

tions inWagner,—weaknesses, extravagances,
trivialities in thought and execution,— but
when all is said, and we look calmly at his work,
we confess it is the handiwork of a giant,— the
colossal expression of a master with titanic

grasp and force. His powerful essay on Opera
and Drama and his tremendous drama ofThe
Nibelungen Ring show the breadth, the mighty
grasp, thecontinued effort ofthe brain ofgenius.

He was surelyone in whom the organic and ele-

mental fire of life burned fiercely and grandly,

and from start to finish. After Saint-Saens had
heard The Ring for the first time he wrote:
"The entire work seems to me, in its almost
supernatural grandeur, like the chain of the

Alps seen from the summit of Mont Blanc."
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THE GREAT MUSIC-DRAMAS
HE creations of Wagner in dramatic
poetry as well as in music are a world
in themselves. They are a vast and
splendid company of immortal char-

acters that his genius has portrayed, worthy
to be compared with the achievements of Aes-
chylus, Dante, Milton, Goethe, Schiller, Shake-
speare, Dickens, or Scott. The eleven great
music-dramas that are the masterpieces of his

genius will some day be as well known and as
much a familiar part of the heritage of human-
ity as Hamlet or King Lear. They are already
the great national legends of Germany, and
stand in much the same relation toGerman his-

tory and literature as the unique cycle of Eng-
lish legends which Tennyson has so wonder-
fully told in his splendid Idylls of the King. To
us in America these German national legends
are as deeply significant and are as much a part

of our ancestral history as the mythic stories of

Britain which the poet laureate has used. In-

deed, Wagner's great legends seem to us to be
more instinct with life and with greater mean-
ings for the present and the future thanTenny-
son's ideal.Theyare throbbingwith the elemen-
tal passions and aspirations of the human race.

Wagner worked for the joy of working. He
wrote in 1851

: "My artistic products grow ever

richer, more joyful and more hopeful. I feel a
thrill ofjoy when I think that I shall soon begin
my work on them."
It is interesting for us to remember that his

onlyhumorousdrama,The Master-singers, was
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begun and partially written during his miser-

able years at Paris and Vienna, when disap-

pointment and tragedy were gnawing at his

heart ; the terribleworld-tragedyofGbtterdam-
merung wascomposed during the quiet, peace-
ful days at Triebschen ; while Parsifal was in

his mind and heart, stimulating his faith and
work, for twenty years, but was completed only

one year before his death. This noble and lumi-

nous work forms a wonderful background for

his closing years.

Wagner's great dramas were in a deep sense
born of his own experience of suffering. He was
an idealist who suffered most acutely even as
he lived most intensely.Warm blood flowed in

his veins ; no human weakness was unknown
to him. But he loved greatly, and above all he
learned by real experience that the greatest of

all love is sympathy, and that in the depths of

sympathy is the power of redemption.

A few words should be said concerning trans-

lations of these music-dramas into English. A
literal translation, word for word, in the short

and broken metres of the original, is not only

unsatisfactory, but unacceptable to general
English readers, since so much is lost by the ab-

sence ofscenery, action, and interpretingmusic.

The usual libretto translations of the operas,

made under the hampering condition of fitting

the English words to musical accents, are ut-

terly inadequate from the literary standpoint.

They constantly over or under emphasize, and
misinterpret the spirit of the original. The only

alternative is to presentthe dramas in adequate
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literary form, faithful to Wagner's text, and Cl^C ^Bteat
faithful as well to the spirit of the music, seen- ^n^xi^
ery, and action, in the literary form already nrN|.^,Y^^^
domesticated and most acceptable to English

^*'^*"^"

readers,— the natural dramatic narrative form
used in Tennyson's Idylls ofthe King. This has
been done in the translations and interpreta-

tions of Wagner's eleven great music-dramas
in the volumes of this series, after years of criti-

cal study at Berlin and Oxford. The purpose is

to give for the general reader, in true Wag-
nerian style, a cumulative impression, as far as
it may be possible,— words, musical interpre-

tation, scenery, and action, blended together in

one story and picture. The translations are
made after a careful study of the German text,

which is faithfully although freely translated,

and after repeated hearings of these great
dramas at Berlin, Munich, and Bayreuth.
Brief sketches of the separate dramas are

here given in order to show the development of

Wagner's genius and work. Much fuller con-
sideration of each drama, together with the
full detailed story, will be found in the sepa-

rate volumes of this series on the great music-
dramas of Wagner.

I.' Rienzi

>jr> lENZI is of great historical interest as

JL^Jia. human document of Wagner's in-

tellectual and artistic development. It is his

first grand opera. He wrote :
** Rienzi may be re-

garded as a play in music; from it mynew devel-

opment as musical dramatist now unfolded."
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^1)0 45t0at It is his decisive step from unconsciousness

^U$Xt^ to consciousness as a great composer. His for-

SDrattldi^
mer works, such as Die Feen and Das Liebes-
verbot, are now recognized as preliminary and
slight. Here is his first substantial work, in a
grand manner and on a theme that prophesies
his own unique career. Rienzi is to build new
glories on the empires of old. It shall seem a
forlorn hope, but he will be true to his ideals,

whatever comes. Wagner is full of intellectual

sympathy with Rienzi and his high purposes.
Thestoryofthecomposition oftheoperaWag-
ner tells us: *' Rienzi with his grand thoughts
in his brain and in his heart, living in an era of

rudeness and depravity, excited and attracted

all my sympathy and admiration
;
yet my plan

for the opera sprang first from the conviction

of a pure lyrical element in the atmosphere of

the hero. The Messengers of Peace, the Call

to Arms by the Clergy, the Battle Hymn, in-

duced me to the composition of the opera of

Rienzi. The work was conceived and executed
under the influence of my earliest impressions
received from Spontini's heroic opera and from
the glittering genre of the Parisian Grand
Opera as representedbyAuber, Meyerbeer, and
Haldvy. I completed Rienzi during my first so-

journ in Paris. I had the splendid Grand Opera
before me, and my ambition was not only to

imitate, but, with reckless extravagance, to

surpass all that was gone before in brilliant

finales, hymns, processions, and musical clang
of arms. Whilst writing the libretto I simply
thought of an opera-text which would enable
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me to display the principal forms of grand f^f^t &Xt&t
opera, such as introductions, choruses, arias, cjr9u0iC:;
duets, trios, with all possible splendor."

t:Tv^»Yi i"<:^

Compare, however, Bulwer-Lytton's novel
**^^^^*^**^

and this dramatic poem which Wagner derived
from it, and notice how the poet has taken this

wealth of material and chosen out of it the dra-

matic incidents with an inevitable instinct and
aunique creativevigor, in orderto give a simple
and great action worthy to be portrayed both
in poetry and music, and in it all to delineate

a singularly sublime character. As character

study Rienzi is probably as fine as anything
Wagner has done. There are many who see in

Rienzi a masterly history of the soul, a study of

the inmost recesses ofthe heart, a revelation ofa
novel type of patriot. But in reality also we may
see in Wagner's portrayal of his hero a closer

delineation of the historical original. Here is

the real Rienzi, the hope of Italy and Rome,
the great hero whom his personal friend, Pe-
trarch, characterized as **Un Signor valoroso,

accorto, e saggio."

The music of the drama of Rienzi is also a

revelation of independent thought and feeling

and of real genius, with passionate massive
effects of music and real musical glories. It

surely prophesies that Wagner is coming to

himself both as poet and musician.

What a congenial theme Rienzi was forWag-
ner's own soul, which was in growing revolt

against the narrow conventions and limitations

of life. As H. R. Haweis well says: ''There, as

on a large and classic stage,Wagner portrayed
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/^fje 45tt^t the eternal revolt of the human spirit against

09U^iC^ tyranny, routine, selfishness, and corruption, of

^tamdi^ which the Polish insurrection of 1831 and the
Revolution of July were the modern echoes.

Rienzi, a tribune of the people, dreaming of

the old austere republic, in the midst of cor-

rupt papal Rome,—a noble heart, a powerful
will at war with the brutal and vulgar age,

supported, cheered by the enthusiasm of a de-

voted and patriotic sister, raised by a wave of

popularity to the highest summit of human
power, then hurled down by the papal anath-

ema, betrayed by a mean and cowering aris-

tocracy, banished by the mob that had so lately

hailed him as a deliverer, and at last falling

by a treacherous hand upon the charred and
crumbling ashes of the Senate House, the last

great tribune in Rome !—Here was a subject

with immense outlines."

It is, of course, acknowledged thatfrom Rienzi
to The Ring is an immense development intel-

lectuallyand musically, but the first prophesies

the last. No one but Wagner, even at this date,

could have written such a drama.

2. The Flying Dutchman

^ I*HE legend is an old one, much older than

^^JL the storywhich those daring Dutch navi-

gators of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

had somehow made their own. It is a medi-
aeval version of Ulysses, "the unresting travel-

ler, yearning for home and domestic joys." It is

a maritime version of Ahasuerus, the Wander-
ing Jew, "accursed and hopeless of all save the
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end in oblivion." The Kundry of the later Par- t^t OBreat
sifal is another variation of the theme of one c^ni^if^
condemned to perpetual wandering and weary ^J J^^S^
existence. SDraittap

Wagner obtained the germ of the story from
Heine, yet he gave it a distinct and splendid
mintage of his own. This is what it meant to

Wagner: "The figure of the Flying Dutchman
is a mythical creation of the folk. A primal
trait of human nature speaks out from it with
a heart-enthralling force. This trait in its most
universal meaning is the longing afterrest from
amid the storms of life. The sea in its turn be-

came the soil of life
;
yet no longer the land-

locked sea of the Grecian world, but the great
ocean that engirdles the earth."

We see clearlythat The Flying Dutchmanwas
another distinct step inWagner's development.
Even more than Rienzi this opera began to as-

sume the form ofa greatand real music-drama.
'

Wagner wrote of it that here he shook off the

last prejudices still clingingtohim fromthe time
when he composed merely for musical instru-

ments, and he now attained the definiteness of

the drama. Again he asserted :
**WithThe Fly-

ing Dutchman began my new career as a poet

;

I was now no longer a writer of operatic li-

bretti. Henceforward in my dramatic capacity I

was in the first place a poet ; not until the poem
came to be fully worked out did I again become
a musician. But as a poet I fully divined the

power which music possessed for enforcing my
words." He meant that now at last he had be-

gun to find himself both as musician and poet.
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'CI^C <©rcat Rienzi was his first musical work of uniqueand
^n^it:^ worthy character, and The Flying Dutchman

SDtaitia^ was his first great poetical achievement.
The music of the first act of The Flying
Dutchman has been called most picturesque
and weird. The atmosphere of the North Sea
breathes through the whole drama. One can
distinctly hear *'the shrilling of the north wind,
the roaring of the waves, the breaking of cord-
age, the banging of booms,— uncanny sounds
on a dismal night at sea."

Wagner's conception of the story seems to be,

as H. R. Haweis puts it: "Immense unhappi-
ness drawn by magnetic attraction to immense
love, tried by heartrending doubt and uncer-
tainty, and crowned with fidelity and triumph-
ant love, the whole embodied in a clear, simple
story, summed up in a few situations of terri-

ble strength and inexorable truth— this is The
Flying Dutchman."

3. Tannhauser

r^**T*HIS story of Tannhauser, "in the skil-

%^J^ ful weaving of the dramatic web out of

materials scattered and apparently unrelated,

gives a complete demonstration of Wagner's
masterly powers as a dramatist and dramatic
poet."

There are probably three distinct literary

sources of this Wagnerian story of Tannhau-
ser.The first is the legend ofTannhauser found
in many forms in old German ballads and tales,

and in which the ending is quite different from
the climax that Wagner makes,— not a saving
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of the soul, but a return to Venus. The second
source was a collection of poems of the thir-

teenth century called the " Wartburgkrieg."
This gives some intimate pictures of the court
of Landgrave Hermann ofThuringia,afamous
patron of poetry and song, and it describes a
poetic contest or debate on the glories of cer-

tain princes. Wagner took what he wanted of

these poems and adapted them to his pur-
poses,—making Tannhauser one of the min-
nesingers of his story. The third source was
the history of Saint Elizabeth of Hungary,
the daughter-in-law of Landgrave Hermann
of Thuringia. She furnishes the suggestion for

the beautiful character, pure and lofty, of the
Elizabeth of Wagner's drama, the direct con-
trast to the evil and voluptuous Venus. Eliza-

beth had not been mentioned in these previous
sources. This third source thus gave what was
needed for the exquisite portrait of one of the

noblest of Wagner's heroines.

It seems rather incongruous at first to find

the classic name of Frau Venus in this ancient

Teutonic legend. But we must remember that

old Germany had taken on much of classic lore

from its Roman conquerors. The Venus of the

Romans— essentially the Aphrodite of the

Greeks, and the Astarte of the Phoenicians—
the goddess of love and beauty— had pushed
aside the old Teutonic goddess Freya, the

wife of Odin, queen and leader of the valkyrie;

Hel, the goddess of the underworld and the

dead ; and Holda, the goddess of the spring of

budding and fructification; and gradually all
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'4t{)0 ^tcat the attributes of these had mingled in Frau

2Drama^

Venus. The common people did not readily

part with this old poetic mythology of nature,

but even after they became Christian, they
merely supposed these older and displaced

deities to be dwelling in caves and mountains.
Wonderful music is this of Tannhauser. The
Song of the Sirens, the Dance of the Bacchan-
tes, the Hymn to Venus, the Evening Star
Song, the Pilgrim's Chorus, Elizabeth's Prayer,
— each has its own charm. But the great over-

ture is a magnificent inspiration. It paints the
whole picture, and voices thewhole deep strug-

gle. It is thrilling, almost overpowering, in its

agonies, beseechings, strugglings, andglorious
triumph.
The inner significance of the Tannhauser
drama is manifest.The bacchanals intheVenus
scenes typify "the gratification of the senses,"

while the pilgrims portray "the higher desires

of man." Elizabeth represents the loftiest em-
bodiment of desire, the eternal woman-soul
which "leadeth us ever upward and on." Wag-
ner makes the saving principle in his tragic

story the principle of "self-effacement, a love

faithful unto death."

It has been said that Tannhauser is a man's
story; that women never find in it what a man
finds there; that the experience of the story

lies beyond the pale of the feminine nature,

and therefore cannot be fully appreciated by
them. However this may be, there is an appeal
and fascination in the story for every soul. It

touches something vital and universal. In the
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experience of Tannhauser, as the musical and
dramatic critic, W. J. Henderson, rightly as-
serts, "Wagner has set before us the struggle
of the pure and the impure, the lusts and the
aspirations of man's nature. It is essentially

the tragedy of a man. Tannhauser is typical of
every man, beset on the one hand by the de-
sire of the flesh which satiates and maddens,
and courted on the other by the undying loveli-

ness of chaste and holy love. If ever a sermon
was preached as to the certainty with which
the sins of the flesh will find a man out, it is

preached in this tremendous tragedy, when
the flame of old passions sears the flesh of

new happiness and drives the errant out of

paradise. Wagner, out of the old Tannhauser
myth, fashioned the tragedy of a man's soul.

Every man must bow his head in reverence
to the genius which thus made quick the bat-

tle of passion against purity for the posses-

sion of man's soul. Wagner wrote no mightier
tragedy than this."

€fte oBreat

2Drama^

4. Lohengrin

^ rOHENGRIN is one ofthemost poeticas

, I A well as one of the most popular ofWag-
ner's music-dramas. It has an exquisite spirit-

ual quality. Doubtless it is another retelling of

the old Greek myth of Cupid and Psyche, but
this time the telling is a quaint and beautiful

mediaeval legend.

The Lohengrin legend is said to have origi-

nated in the town of Cleves in Germany. There
stands an ancient Castle of the Swan, high on
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Cf)0 <i5vt&t the hilltop in the centre of the town. A splen-
did statue of Lohengrin, Knight of the Swan,
adorns themarket-place. As far as I could learn
on a recent visit there, the old traditions of the
place wereauthenticand trustworthy, although
some ofthem are also told of the small town of
Nymwegen as well as of the Duchy of Cleves.

These traditions are given in numerous famous
poems. Wagner has taken considerable liber-

ties with the old legends, but has made a nota-
ble composite version which, wedded to the
genius of his music, will probably remain for all

time as the most widely accepted form of the
legend.

The Lohengrin story was in the last one hun-
dred lines of Wolfram von Eschenbach's Par-
zival. A slight story—but Wagner gathered
other versions of this great national myth and
made a composite narrative to suit his dra-
matic purposes. In it all he selects and rear-

ranges with a masterly dramatic genius and a
fine appreciation of the poetic possibilities of
his story.

In Lohengrin, we are constantly reminded of
Shakespeare's Macbeth. Telramund is ''infirm

of purpose" like Macbeth, but urged on and
mastered by his wife's ambition. And Ortrud,
like Lady Macbeth, has the same desperate
daring, the same quenchless ambition, the same
unsexed womanhood.
As to character studies, we may say that in

this story of Lohengrin, Wagner has portrayed
with consummate art two types of women.
Elsa is the type of woman with perfect love.
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SDtrama^

She can trust love, she can dare for love, she /^^^e 4Breat
believes in love with all her heart. She is the ^ftu^j^^
complete embodiment of the idealism and hero- ^ ^ '

ism of love. The character of Elsa, her dreamy
nature, her absolute trust in God, her unresist-

ing attitude before her accusers, was probably
suggested by the slight picture in Wolfram
von Eschenbach, but Wagner has elaborated it

finely. In the dark Ortrud, the wife of Frederick
ofTelramund, the claimant tothe throne,Wag-
ner has portrayed another type of woman,

—

"the woman without love." She is, as Wagner
says, that "horrible thing, a politic, scheming
woman. She has but one passion —an ancestral

pride; and to gratify this she would sacrifice

all."

For those who care to see the deeper and
higher meanings in such a drama as Lohen-
grin, these suggestions may be offered. The
story is the eternal myth of Psyche, a story an-
tedating Christianity, a study ofwoman's heart.

Absolute confidence, resting not upon outward
facts, but upon inward persuasion, is presented
as the necessary condition of love. The happi-

ness of lovers depends, as it were, upon an inner

psychic condition,— the perfect union of souls.

There is significance and interpretation in the

music of this drama. The music of Lohengrin
has a mystic and magic quality. It is full of

spiritual aspiration. There is a loftiness and
unworldliness about it. But it is full also of

the sweetness of human love. And it is dark
at times with the insinuations of evil and the

sounds of warring. "The whole interest of Lo-
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CI)0 &ttBt hengrin,"wrote Wagner, "lies in an inner pro-

^U^it^ cess within Elsa's heart, touching the secret

SDrattiai^
springs of the soul." And this he tried to ex-
press in his music. Music is feeling and revela-

tion. "The music," as W. J. Henderson says,

"is the utterance of speech; the melody, the
spontaneous embodiment of feeling, — an ap-
proach to the endless melody of the later

dramas. The Lohengrin music is mellifluous

and wonderfully attractive, but perhaps even
Wagner felt that in it his own beautiful con-
ception of the character of Lohengrin was not
fully revealed to the public."

But yet further, in Lohengrin, as in Tannhau-
ser and others of his dramas, there seems to be
symbolized the tragic self-sacrifice of love. As
Wagner himself writes : "If any characteristic

poetic feature is expressed in them, it is the
high tragedy of renunciation, that which alone
avails." This may be the shadow of Schopen-
hauer's pale philosophy; yet even before his

acquaintance with Schopenhauer, he had the
same life convictions. Tannhauser had meant
to him the struggle of a man's heart, the con-
quest of the life, sacrifice of the wild pleasures
of the world for the sweet delights of a pure
ideal and a satisfied conscience. Wagner, how-
ever, felt that in Lohengrin he was rising high
into ethereal regions, toward the radiant sum-
mits. He was irresistiblydrawn to it. He writes

:

"Lohengrin is an entirelynew manifestation. It

appeared to me as an imperative duty."

Finally, there is a tremendous spiritual sug-
gestion in this drama— as great a truth as that
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in Parsifal. The spiritual purpose of the latter /^fjje oBteat
was to show the healing power of redemptive <^\i0xi^
love, while Lohengrin shows the absolute ne- finranm^
cessity of an unquestioning faith in order to
fulness of blessing. This truth has its earthly-

aspects. Doubt destroys the perfection of hu-
man happiness. A thousand daily experiences
witness to the fact. But especially is this true
in its religious aspect. The divine Helper comes
to our aid. We are delivered out of great dis-

tresses. Hegives Himselfto us in love. He gives
the fulness of His blessing. All is right so long
as we perfectly love and trust Him. But begin
to doubt God, begin to ask His name and ques-
tion His nature, and God is soon forever lost to

us. Faith is the most necessary thing in daily

life, as it is the most necessary in divine life.

Perfect love and perfect trust are the essence
of religion, and the only source of heavenly joy.
Fear hath torment, but perfect love casteth out
fear.

This central truth of the drama of Lohengrin
is universal, and touches all religions and all

life. It shows the desolation of doubt. It is an ap-
peal for the highest faith in the highest things.

Indeed, a motto for this drama might be, '*Das

sich uns nur durch Glauben giebt" ("That
which we attain only through faith"). May we
not say, therefore, that, both in beauty and sig-

nificance, this noble drama of Lohengrin be-

longs to the undying creations, an inspired

vision, an immortal master-work, to which as

yet the world has scarcely awakened?
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Cf)t <&tt&t 5« The Master-singers of Nuremberg

^XX^it:^ *^ I*HE Master-singers of Nuremberg is

SDtania^ \^A- Wagner's humorous opera. It is a re-

freshing contrast to the high tragedy of his

sublime national epic ofThe Nibelungen Ring,
and ofthe scarcelyless tragic Lohengrin, Tann-
hauser, and Parsifal. It is a picturesque epi-

sode, giving the spirit of the Middle Ages in

admirable way.
The master-singers, it must be remembered,
were not invented by Wagner. They were a
real guild of old Nuremberg singers, men of

flesh and blood, a product of that intensely ar-

tistic centre in mediaeval Germany. The picture

of theseancientworthies is absolutely accurate
and realistic. Wagner intended it as a satire

on the narrowness of a mechanical art-spirit;

but it became a most gentle satire and an
exquisitely pleasant and artistic portrayal of

the life and times of the picturesque city.

The chief characters in Wagner's drama of

The Master-singers are very distinctive types.

The foremost of course is Hans Sachs, the cob-

bler-poet, full of kindness, integrity, and good
sense.Wagner has evidently idealizedhim from
the data of the actual historical personage, for

it seems scarcelybelievable that a cobbler could
have been the philosopher, poet, artist, com-
moner, and genial romanticist that Hans Sachs
is made to appear in Wagner's portraiture

;
yet

it is true to the spirit of the man, and many
incidents as given are founded on fact. For
instance, it is well known in the life of the real

Hans Sachs that when past middle age he was
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attracted by a very young girl, whom he mar-
ried, and that he lived happily with her to the
end of his life.

Another principal character, Sixtus Beckmes-
ser, is the antithesis of Hans Sachs. Wagner
has combined in this one unique character the
features not only of the historic Beckmesser,
but of three other markers, in order to make
this ill-natured buffoon. He is pompous, crab-

bed, and grotesque ; a ridiculous and malicious
pedant ; a prosy old traditionalist, selfish and
unattractive. Master Pogner, the goldsmith, is

a fine type of the good and honest citizen, who
is at the same time a noble devotee of Art, and
thinks it a sublime idea to offer his daughter
on the very shrine of Art itself. David is a typi-

cal apprentice; Magdelena, a wise and faith-

ful servant ; while Walter and Eva are splen-

did exponents of youth and beauty, poetry and
enthusiasm.
The satire, as we said, is a most gentle one.

The master-singers were not in the least gro-

tesque to themselves. They took themselves
most seriously, and they were taken seriously

by the German people. The work ofverse-mak-
ing was with them not a pleasant pastime, nor
an unusual inspiration, but a legitimate work,
and a wholesome occupation, a fine outlet, both

for their nobler sentiment and their deeper re-

ligious spirit. They felt that they could be about
no more helpful and holy business than their

devotion to Art in the spirit of Religion.

The humor and emotion of the drama are all

thoroughly German. It is full of folk-lore and
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^^e <&tt&t folk-humor,—a sort of rude, Gothic humor,—

2l9U^iC:^ ^^^ ^^^ music is gay and light-hearted in char-

^tdttldi^
acter, in perfect harmony with the numerous

^ jests and the tender emotions of the drama.
Somehave contended thatWagnerhas largely
portrayed himself in the character of Walter,
that, in fact, it is a piece of literary and musical
autobiography. But this cannot be confirmed
by any words that he has ever said concerning
it, by letter or otherwise. Yet we can readily

agree that the composer, as one critic asserts,

"really designed Walter to represent, like him-
self, the spirit of progress in music, while
in the master-singers themselves, he embod-
ies the spirit of pure pedantry. . . . These two
powers have always been at war in the world of

art and alv/ays will be. Theoreticians and crit-

ics publish rules which they deduce from the
practice of the great artists. The next origi-

nal genius who arrives has something new to

say, and says it in a new way. Wagner in The
Master-singers has shownus the spirit ofprog-
ress in its jubilant youth, scoffing at the estab-

lished rules. One of the earliest lessons of the
symbolic comedy ofThe Master-singers is that

amusician, oranyother artist, must first master
what has already been learned of his art before

he can advance beyond it." But the greater les-

son of the drama is manifestly that real genius
cannot be bound by pedantic rules, and seeks
constantly a newer and freer utterance.

The setting of the drama ofThe Master-sing-
ers is the most charming that can be imagined.
Beautiful, quaint old Nuremberg in its golden
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days ofprosperityand art ; the fine old church of Cf^e <ffi>reat

St. Catherine; the narrow, picturesque streets <^\i0it^
and artistic gabled houses ; the charming cos-

nr^Ydxri^ii
tumes of the burghers of that period ; and the

*^*'^*"^°

delicate mingling of art and humor and religion

give an indescribable charm. It conjures up the
romantic days of long ago in these streets once
trod by Albrecht Diirer and Hans Sachs.

6. The Nibelungen Ring

*^-T^HERE is something primitive, colossal,

\^Ji, majestic in Wagner's fourfold music-
drama ofThe Nibelungen Ring. It partakes of
the power and grandeur of the earlier ages
of the world. It is a drama of the mighty era of

the gods and of the giants and of the heroes
before the coming of man upon the earth. It is

the v/ondrous story in which was enwrapped
much of the religious belief of our ancient
Northern ancestors in Europe.
The deepest truths of this drama of primi-

tive life are universal, and their meanings as
potent to-day as in the prehistoric world. It is

a vast allegory of the strongest passions of

life. It is a dream of yesterday and a vision of

to-morrow, if we have eyes to look into the
heart of its mystery.

It is important to present the story of The
Ring in the clear and strong way of the Ger-
man original, to show the relation of the parts

and the dramatic unity of the whole, to make
the whole vast epic stand out in its own vivid

light and thrilling power.
The Nibelungen Ring, as Wagner gives it,
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Cf)0 <&tteit is divided into four dramas,—The Rhine-Gold,

WU^it:: The Valkyrie, Siegfried, and The Dusk of the

SDrama^
Gods. Theseare a tetralogy, a cycle of four great

«?> music-dramas, or, as it is sometimes desig-

nated, a trilogy, considering The Rhine-Gold
as a prelude to the greater stories of The Val-
kyrie, Siegfried, and The Dusk of the Gods.
We may find it helpful toward a clear under-
standing to consider the four dramas as one
great epic whole,— for they are such,—and to

study the sources of the story, the story itself,

and finally its spiritual and universal signifi-

cance.
I

As to the sources, we may remember that The
Ring, as we have it in Wagner's dramas, is not
taken from the ancient Nibelungen Lied, to

which it bears some resemblance, but it is an
independent composition. It was derived by
Wagner from various ancient songs and sagas
composed by many old bards, and Wagner
wove it into one great harmonious story. Its

main features and also innumerable details are

from the old Norse and German myths, but
there has been new choice and rearrangement
of the material. The principal source of The
Ring was the Volsunga Saga, a Scandina-
vian epic, preserved in the Icelandic literature.

Lesser parts of the story are taken from the

Elder Edda and the Younger Edda, old Norse
sagas. Other parts are taken from the Nibe-
lungen Lied, the Eckenlied, and other Teutonic
folk-lore.

The great drama, as Wagner finally evolved
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it, is wonderfully true to the ancient spirit, and Cl)C <©reat
gives a splendid glimpse into the earlier my- £tBu>$*xc^
thology and legends of the Northern peoples, tjrjriimru*
In the drama of The Ring there is portrayed

^*^^"*^^

a primitive existence in the world, and at first

there are only four distinct races, —the gods,
the giants, the dwarfs, the nymphs. Later, by
a special creation, there come two other races,

—the valkyrie and the heroes. As to the char-
acterization of these races, we may note that
the gods are the noblest and highest race,

and dwell first in the mountain meadows, later

in the palace of Valhalla on the heights. The
giants are a great and strong race, but lack wis-
dom ; they hate what is noble and are enemies
of the gods ; they dwell in caves on the earth's

surface. The dwarfs, or nibelungs, are black,

uncouth pigmies, hating the good, hating the
gods ; they are crafty and cunning, and dwell in

the bowels of the earth.The nymphs are pure,

innocent creatures of the water.The valkyrie

are daughters of the gods, but mingled with
a mortal strain ; they gather dead heroes from
the battlefields and carry them to Valhalla.

The heroes are children of the gods, but also

mingled with a mortal strain ; they are destined

to become at last the highest race of all, and
to succeed the gods in the government of the
world.

II

As to the argument of the story, it will also be
best to get that clearly in mind as a whole, be-
fore going into the details of the various parts.

It will save much confusion.
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In brief, the whole story of The Ring is this:

The Rhine-gold tellshowahoard ofgold exists
in the innocent depths of the Rhine, guarded by
the Rhine-maidens. Alberich, adwarf,forswears
love to gain this gold. He makes it into a magic
ring. It gives him all power. He gathers by it

a hoard of treasures. Meanwhile Wotan, chief

ofthe gods, has engaged the giants to build for

him a noble castle,Valhalla, from which to rule

the world. They build it and come for payment.
He had promised to give to them Freya, god-
dess of youth and love. But now the gods find

they cannot spare Freya, upon whom they de-

pend for their immortal youth. Loki,the god of

wiles, must provide some substitute. He tells

of Alberich's magic ring, and other treasures.

The giants agree to take this.Wotan goes with
Loki and theysteal it fromAlberich, who curses
them and lays the curse upon all who shall

henceforth possess it. On compulsion they give
the magic ring and the treasures to the giants

as a substitute for Freya. The cursebegins. Faf-
ner kills hisbrothertogetall.Fafnertransforms
himself into a dragon to guard the treasures
and the ring. The gods enter Valhalla over the
rainbow bridge.

The Valkyrie relates how Wotan still covets
the ring. He cannot take it himself, for he has
given his word to the giants. He stands or falls

by his word. So he devises a stratagem to get
the ring. He will get a hero-race towork for him
and recover the ring and the treasures. Sieg-
mund and Sieglinda are twin children of this

new race. Sieglinda is carried offas a child and
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is forced in marriage to Hunding. Siegmund ^fje <iBtt&t
comes, and unknowingly breaks the law of o^u^tf^
marriage, but wins Nothung, the great sword,

^rf ^
and a bride. Brunnhilda, chief of the valkyrie, SDtama?
is commissioned by Wotan, at the instance of
Frika, goddess of marriage, to slay him for his

sin. She disobeys and tries to save him, but
Hunding, helped by Wotan, slays him. Sieg-
linda, however, about to bear the free hero, to

be called Siegfried, is saved by Brunnhilda and
hidden in the forest. Brunnhilda herself is pun-
ished by being made a mortalwoman. She is left

sleeping on the mountains with a wall of fire

around her which only a hero can penetrate.

Siegfried opens with a scene in the smithy
between Mime the dwarf and Siegfried. Mime
is welding a sword and Siegfried scorns him.
Mime tells him something of his mother, Sieg-

linda, and shows him the broken pieces of his

father's sword. Wotan comes and tells Mime
that only one who has no fear can remake the

sword. Now Siegfried knows no fear and soon
remakes the sword Nothung. Wotan and Al-

berich come to v/here the dragon Fafner is

guarding the ring. They both long for it, but
neither can take it. Soon Mime comes bringing

Siegfried with the mighty sword. Fafner comes
out, but Siegfried slays him. Happening to touch
his lips with the dragon's blood, heunderstands
the language of the birds. They tell him of the

ring. He goes and gets it. Siegfried has now
possession of the ring, but it is to bring him
nothing of happiness, only evil. It is to curse

love and finally bring death. The birds also tell
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Cf)e 45ttat him of Mime's treachery. He slays him. He
longs for some one to love. The birds tell him
of the slumbering Brunnhilda. A little bird

leads him on the way. Wotan, who has taken
last counsel of Erda, opposes him and tests

him, but sees that he is the true hero at last.

Siegfried finds Brunnhilda, loves her, awakens
her; she in bewilderment and joy gives herself

to him, and the supreme lovers of the world
find love's victory and love's ecstasy.

The Dusk of the Gods portrays at the opening
the three norns, or fates, weaving and measur-
ing the thread of destiny. It is the beginning of

the end. The perfect pair, Siegfried and Brunn-
hilda, appear in all the glory of their life, splen-

did ideals of manhood and womanhood. But
Siegfried goes out into the world to achieve
deeds of prowess. He gives her the Nibelungen
ring to keep as a pledge of his love till his re-

turn. Meanwhile Alberich also has begotten a
son, Hagan, to fight for him for the possession
of the ring. He is partly of the Gibichung race,

and works through Gunther and Gutrune, half-

brother and half-sister to him. They beguile
Siegfried to them, and give him amagicdraught
which makes him forget Brunnhilda and fall in

love with Gutrune. Under this spell he offers to

bring Brunnhilda for wife to Gunther. Now is

Valhalla full of sorrow and despair. The gods
fear the end. Wotan murmurs, "Oh, that she
would give back the ring to the Rhine." Brunn-
hilda will not give it up,— it is now her pledge
of love. Siegfried comes, takes the ring, and
Brunnhilda is now brought to the Rhine cas-
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tie of the Gibichungs ; but Siegfried, under the
spell, does not love her. She is to be wedded
to Gunther. She rises in wrath and denounces
Siegfried. In a hunting banquet, Siegfried is

given another magic draught, remembers all,

and is slain by Hagan by a blow in the back,
as he calls on Brunnhilda's name in love.Then
comes the end.The body of Siegfried is burned
in a funeral pyre, a grand funeral march is

heard, and Brunnhilda rides into the flames
and sacrifices herself for love's sake ; the Ring
goes back to the Rhine daughters; and the old

world—of the gods and Valhalla, of passion
and sin — is burned up with flames, for the gods
have broken moral law, and coveted power
rather than love, gold rather than truth, and
therefore must perish. They pass, and a new
era, the reign of love and truth, has begun.

€f)e oBreat

2Drama^

III

And now, looking at the real significance ofthe

drama, we may take The Nibelungen Ring in

one of three ways.We may consider it merely
as a retelling in splendid form of some of the

greatest of the ancient legends of the Norse
mythology. It then becomes a national epic of

the Northern peoples, as the Iliad and Odyssey
were the epics of the Southern peoples. It is a
great story, such as the childhood of the race

loves. Itisamightypicture, or series of pictures,

full of beauty, passion, pathos, tragedy, and maj-
esty. It has no hidden meanings. It is just a
world-old legend that grew up in the poetic im-

agination of the people, or a legend cyclus that
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^)^t <&tt&t developed around some ancient historic events.

0?U^IC; Or we may take it as the ancient story rear-

trjr^rnArf
ranged by Richard Wagner to teach social and

iiDrauia^
political lessons. In this view it is a great alle-

gory of the political life of Europe in Wagner's
day. It isa socialistic pamphlet, written in splen-

did poetic imagery. Such is Mr. Bernard Shaw's
interpretation, in his book called The Perfect

Wagnerite. We may remember in this connec-
tion that Wagner was political revolutionist

and socialistic philosopher, as well as poet and
musician.
Or, finally, we may take the drama as veiling

greatspiritual and eternal truths, not put there
by Wagner, but inherent in the great story it-

self and forever working themselves out into

revelation in all the great legends and in all

the great events of the world. In this last view,

there comes out the truth of the curse of the
lust of power; the truth of the real supremacy
of love; the truth of the inevitableness and
eternity of the reign of moral law in the world.
Looking at the universal and eternal truths,

therefore, the main idea of the whole Ring
drama may be given in this one phrase: **To

show the contrast of the two powers that rule

the world,— the power of love and the power of

gold."

The Rhine-Gold is a parable of the curse of

gold. Innocent enough is gold itself; it be-

comes a power and can become a curse when
its inordinate love takes possession ofthe soul.

Its love forsworn is sufficient to gain gold, but
what is it all worth?
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The Valkyrie is a parable of the punishment
of violated laws. There is a reign of law in the
world. Whoso offends must suffer. It is inev-
itable. Heaven itself is subject to its divine laws.
Siegfried is a type of perfect innocence and
goodness. This hero seems an embodiment of
"summer and springtide, youth and strength,
beauty and love." He is the highest ideal of a
free hero, caring nothing for gold, possessing
all things good in himself. Such a hero of light

is at once attacked by envyand hate. So he falls

a victim of the dark wiles, the embodiment of

envy, hatred, and greed in the child of evil.

The Dusk of the Gods is a parable ofthe pass-
ing away of the ancient mythologies. As light

came, as the ages went on, men saw that the
old legends of the gods and goddesses who
played fast and loose with law,who broke cove-

nants, could not remain. Moral law must be
supreme. Love in self-sacrifice is the great
revelation. Unworthy gods annihilated by the

principle of evil which they have introduced,
— this is the meaning ofthe allegory ofthe gods
devoured by the fiery flames. Myth passed to

make way for truth. The gods passed away to

give place to God.
There are some perplexing ethical problems
involved in the drama. The infidelity ofWotan,
both to love and truth, is a sad picture of the

highest of the gods. The traditions, however, of

Greek and Roman mythology are similar. The
relations of Siegmund and Sieglinda have clas-

sic precedent among the gods, but are antago-
nistic to all our human instincts. The drama
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CJ)C <Srtat shows how love is superior to all law, and yet

^tSllJ^iC"
^°^ ^^^ violation oflaw is inevitably punished.

Zl? " The greatest teaching ofthe drama is that love
iPrama^

jg supreme, but that the highest love is in full

harmony with the highest law. In Browning's
phrase, "All 's love, yet all's law."

7. Tristan and Isolda
*^iTRISTAN and Isolda is claimed by mu-
vJL, sic-lovers as Wagner's masterpiece. It is

certainly his finest and most inspired music.
The poem is also a masterpiece in the high and
holy passion that glows within it. It is full of

the elemental energy of the human race. It is

typical of the deepest and strongest emotions
of humanity, -—a high song of love,— universal
in its meaning, and almost cosmic in its won-
derful breadth of outlook.

Parsifal is Wagner's most sacred and sublime
drama, transfigured, as it is, with the mystic
glories of redemption ; and The Master-singers
of Nuremberg is his most human production,
reflecting the homely wit and quaint conceits

of the common folk of Germany. But Tristan
and Isolda is the high-water mark of his gen-
ius,—a pure untrammelled inspiration, born of

a great human experience, and a divine aspi-

ration.

It will be remembered that Dante has touched
upon the tragedy of Tristan and Isolda in his

immortal Divina Commedia, and that Tenny-
son also has treated the same story at length
in one of his Idylls of the King, but not even
Tennyson has reached the white intensity and
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awful ecstasy of Wagner's throbbing lines, ^he 43rcat
Wagner's tragedy was wrung from his very cr^ttgif.
heart, although he began it seemingly in im- II "^

agination. Recall his Diary: "As I never in my 2^^^^^^^

life have felt the real bliss of love, I must erect
a monument to the most beautiful of all my
dreams, in which, from beginning to end, that
love shall be thoroughly satiated. I have in

my head Tristan and Isolda,— the simplest but
most full-blooded musical conception ; with the
black flag which floats at the end of it, I shall

cover myself to die." And his Diary concluded:
"Here will the Tristan be completed,— a defi-

ance to all the raging of the world. And with
that, an I may, shall I return to see thee, com-
fort thee, to make thee happy: there looms my
fairest, my most sacred wish. So be it ! Sir Tris-

tan, Lady Isolda ! help me, help my angel ! Here
shall your wounds cease bleeding, here shall

they heal and close. For here shall the world
once learn the sublime and noblest stress of

highest love, the plaints of agonizing joy, and
august as a god, serene and hale, shalt thou
then behold me, thy lowly friend."

Between these two leaves from Wagner's
Diary came the actual tragic experience,—the
strange and fateful drama which forever in-

spired and yet forever saddened his life,— that

drama in which the inspiration was Mathilde
Wesendonck, his dearest friend, his own Isolda.

The music of this drama is impressive from its

tragic intensity as well as its unearthly beauty.

Much of it is sombre and sad; much of it is as

weird and dreamlike as the witchery of night,
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'STijE ^ttBt or as soft and wavelike as the restless sea.

^U0Xt^ Only here and there are sounded the jubilant

SnrAmArf ^^^ triumphant notes. The yearning of the life-^ weary soul is portrayed ; the ecstasy and delir-

ium of love ; the passionate longing for death.

There is the fascination and melody of slumber
in it. To many it is the most wonderful of all his

music,— one critic contending, **Wagner has
written more complex works, but it is doubtful

if ever he penned a more effective bit of musi-
cal writing than these immortal pages of Tris-

tan and Isolda."

The tale itself which Wagner used as his ba-

sis is as old as the ninth century, possiblyolder.

It is often called "the world's greatest love

story." There have been other pairs of famous
lovers, — Paolo and Francesca, Abelard and
Heloise, Launcelot and Guinevere, Romeo and
Juliet ; but about Tristan and Isolda sympathy
and human interest have been great on ac-

count of the heroic quality and the desperate
hopelessness of the tragedy. Wagner drew his

material directly from the ancient version of

Gottfried von Strassburg, but ennobled the tale,

and made Tristan a finer hero than in the an-

cient legends. He also improves dramatic unity

by eliminating a second Isolda who appears
in some of the ancient legends. Studies of the

origin and development of the Tristan legend
may be found in Tristan et Iseud by Gaston
Paris, and Die Sage von Tristan und Isolda

by Dr. Wolfgang Golther. The English form of

the legend first appeared in Sir Thomas Mal-
ory's Morte d'Arthur, and has been treated in
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various forms by Sir Walter Scott, Algernon
Swinburne in Tristram of Lyonesse, Lord Ten-
nyson in The Last Tournament, and Mat-
thew Arnold in Tristram and Iseult.

The ethics of the story has provoked some
discussion. It is a human document with a real

love. Tristan and Isolda are in love with each
other before the episode of the love-potion.

That merelyserves the purpose of "unleashing
the bonds of reserve" which Tristan had placed
upon himself, and of making them both more
or less irresponsible. But the drama is that
of actual love,—not a fictitious passion. It is

a drama ofwarm flesh and blood. The interest

of King Mark in his wedding had been largely

political. The tragedy is in the hopelessness of

the real love, hurried on by a relentless fate.

The love-philtre in Wagner's drama, as Mr.
W. J. Henderson has pointed out, performs
the same office as Fate in the ancient Greek
tragedy. In the plays of Sophocles and Aes-
chylus, mortals fulfil their manifest destinies,

driven on by Fate. So in this drama, the help-

less victims are hurled onward by a cruel and
inexorable Destiny. Such a conception does
complicate the ethical responsibilities. Their
overpowering love is their exaltation and pun-
ishment; their ecstasy and their despair; their

heaven and their hell. It brings bliss, and in-

finite suffering, and death.

There is manifest in this drama, and espe-

cially in the finale, Schopenhauer's influence

uponWagner, in the exaltation of renunciation

and the ecstatic desire for death. In a letter to
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Cf)0 4Br0at Franz Liszt, in which the first mention ofTris-

<^\X^il- tan and Isolda occurs, is also this reference:

"A man has come like a gift of heaven into

my solitude. This is Arthur Schopenhauer, the

greatest philosopher since Kant. His chief

idea, the final negation of life, is terribly seri-

ous. ... I have found in it a quietus which in

wakeful nights helps me to sleep. This is the
genuine ardent longing for death, for absolute
unconsciousness, total non-existence." Such a
reference helps to explain the undertone of the
drama, and especially Isolda's absolute and
beatific resignation in death.

Wagner came to a larger vision in his later

works, especially in Parsifal, which was the
fullest confession of the faith of his maturest
years. Some traces of Schopenhauer still re-

main, but the negation of life is now replaced
by a divine pity and a loving service. He had
grown with the years.

Something tender, beautiful, and pathetic is

in this great tragedy. It grips the heart. The
love-potion is fiction, but the love is reality;

there is a tremendous feeling and a profound
experience in it. "All the world loves a lover."

The story of Tristan and Isolda will never die.

There is here that love so great that "many
waters cannot quench it nor the flood drown
it,"— love that is ennobled by its fidelity and
grandeur, love that is triumphant over life and
death. There is something supreme in such
deep, elemental passion.
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o. Parsifal ^1^0 ^^^^^^^HE Parsifal of Richard Wagner is not 0Buj^ic-
VJL only the last and loftiest work of his gen- ^*>^.^^^
ius, but it is one of the really great dramas of

^^^^"^^

modern times,— a drama which unfolds strik-

ing and impressive spiritual teachings. Indeed,
Parsifal maybe called Richard Wagner's great
confession of faith. He takes the legend of

the Holy Grail and uses it to portray wonder-
fully and thrillingly the Christian truths of

the beauty, the glory, and the inspiring power
of the Lord's Supper, and the infinite meaning
of the redeeming love of the Cross. He reveals

in this drama, by poetry and music, and with a
marvellous breadth and depth of spiritual con-
ception, this theme (in his own words): "The
founder of the Christian religion was not wise

:

He was infinitely divine. To believe in Him is to

imitate Him and to seek union with Him. In

consequence of His atoning death, everything
which lives and breathes may know itself re-

deemed. . . . Only love rooted in sympathy and
expressed in action to the point of a complete
destruction of self-will is Christian love."

The legend of the Grail asWagner uses it has
in it the usual accompaniments of mediaeval
tradition,— something of paganism and magic.
But these pagan elements are only contrasts

to the purity and splendor of the simple Chris-

tian truth portrayed. The drama suggests the

earlymiracle and mystery plays of the Christian

church, but more nearly, perhaps, it reminds
one of those great religious dramas, scenic and
musical, which were given at night at Eleusis,
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near Athens, in the Temple of the Mysteries,
before the initiated ones among the Greeks, in

the days of Pericles and Plato. At Bayreuth the
mystic drama is given before its thousands of

devout pilgrims and music-lovers who gather
to the little town as to a sacred spot from all

parts ofthe world,— from Russia, Italy, France,
England, and America,—and who enter into

the spirit of this noble drama and feast of

music as if it were a religious festival in a tem-
ple of divine mysteries.

The sources of Wagner's story deserve a few
words. The legend of the Holy Grail tookmany
forms during the Middle Ages. It was told in

mediaeval times in slightly varying way by the
French writer, Robert de Borron, and later by
Chretien de Troyes, and in the twelfth or thir-

teenth century by Wolfram von Eschenbach in

the strong German speech of Thuringia. The
substance of these legends was that the pre-

cious Cup used for thewine at the Last Supper,
and also used to receive the Saviour's blood

at the Cross, was forever after cherished as the

Holy Grail. It was carried from the Holy Land
by Joseph of Arimathea, and taken first to

Rome and later to Spain, to a special sanctu-

ary among the mountains which was named
Montsalvat. Here it was to be cherished and
guarded by a holy band of Knights ofthe Grail.

The same legend appears in the chronicles

of Sir Thomas Malory, but instead of Spain,

early Britain is the place to which the Grail

is brought. Tennyson's The Holy Grail in his

Idylls of the King largely follows Sir Thomas
no



Malory's Chronicles. The American artist, (^t^t<&VtOt
Edwin A. Abbey, also follows Malory in his 09u^ic^
masterly paintings of the Grail legend as por- mranifl^
trayed on the walls of the Boston Public Li-

*^*'""*"^

brary. Wagner, however, uses the version of

Wolfram von Eschenbach, modifying it and
spiritualizing it to suit his purposes.
Galahad, as Tennyson portrays him, will al-

ways hold the first place with English readers
as the ideal knight of the quest of the Holy
Grail. The matchless diction of Tennyson has
given the less perfect form of the legend a
supreme charm and beauty. But Wolfram von
Eschenbach's Parsifal, as spiritualized and
humanized in Wagner's lyric drama, will be
seen to be in fuller accord with the whole cycle

and development of the Grail legends and at

the same time it gives the nobler story. It is

a consummate parable of the ineffable pity and
the mystic glory, the contending passions and
the heavenly aspirations, in the heart of hu-
manity. It portrays an intensely human and
heroic life imaginatively identified with that of

the very Christ.

The music of Parsifal has been so often de-

scribed and analyzed in critical papers that it

is not necessary here to speak of it in detail.

This word, however, may be in place. The mar-
vellous music at Bayreuth, as I heard there

several times, helped in every way in the inter-

pretation of the drama. Every part and phase
of the thought and movement were brought
forth in the various musical motives, adding
emphasis and beauty and intensity of feeling.
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Now the music would whisper ofthe wondrous
grace of the holy sacrament, or of the sweet
beauty of God's world, clothed in the radiance
of Good Friday; now it would reveal the sor-

rows of the gentle Herzeleide, or the awful
anguish of Amfortas, or the deep rumblings of

Klingsor's black art, or the fascinating music
ofthe flowermaidens. Oftencamethe puretones
that told of the Guileless One, or the strong
chords of mighty faith, or the ebb and swell of

mystic bells, or the glory of the sacred Spear.
Now came the regal blasts for Parsifal, and
often and through it all, the splendid music of

the Grail itself. The music was like a fragrant

atmosphere to the drama, softening and refin-

ing what was harsh, giving a needed stress

here and there, and investing the whole story

with a subtle and uplifting charm.
The drama of Parsifal teaches its own great
lessons of life. Yet one or two suggestions of

interpretation may not be amiss, for it is con-

fessedly one of the most mystical of modern
dramas.
It may perchance be considered as represent-

ing the strife between paganism and Christian-

ity in the early centuries of the church,—the
powers of magic and the hot passions of the
human heart contending against the advanc-
ing power of Christian truth and the victorious

might of Purity as portrayed in the guileless

Parsifal. Or it may be considered as represent-

ing in a mystic legend the spiritual history of

Christ coming in later presenceamongthe sons
ofmen and imaged in the mystic Parsifal.Wag-
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nermentions that this Scripturewas often in his
mind in writing Parsifal: "Hath not God made
foolish the wisdom of this world? . . . The fool-

ishness ofGod iswiser than men ; andthe weak-
ness of God is stronger than men." Or this,

further, it mayrepresent in striking and inspir-

ing way,— that the pure in heart shall win the
victories in life ; that the guileless are the val-

iant sons of God ; that the life that resists evil

passion and is touched by pity for the world's
woe is the heart that reincarnates the passion-
ate purity of the Christ and can reveal again
the healing power, the Holy Grail of God.
"However mediaeval the language and sym-

bolism of Parsifal may be,"says a modern critic,

"one cannot but acknowledge the simplicity

and power of the story. Its spiritual signifi-

cance is universal. Whatever more it maymean,
we see clearly that the guileless knight is Pur-
ity, Kundry is the Wickedness of the world
expressed in its most enticing form, and King
Amfortas suffering with his open wound is

Humanity. One cannot read the drama without

a thrill, without a clutching at the heart at its

marvellousmeaning, its upliftingand ennobling
lessons."

2Drama^

"3
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LIFE
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PRINCIPAL DATES IN WAGNER'S
LIFE
1813. Richard Wagner born on May 22, in Leipzig. Father

died November 22.

1814. Mother married the actor, Ludwig Guyer; the family
moved to Dresden.

1823. At the Kreuzschule at Dresden.

1825. Composed a prize poem at the age of twelve, which
was printed.

1826. Learned English to read Shakespeare in the original.

1827. Moved to Leipzig ; entered the Nicolai Gymnasium.
1829. First instruction in music.

1831. Entered the Leipzig University ; first musical composi-
tions published.

1833. Appointed chorus director in Wiirzburg.

1834. Musical director at Magdeburg.

1836. Musical director at Konigsberg ; marriage with Wil-
helmine Planer.

1837. Musical director at Riga ; wrote poem Rienzi, and first

two acts of music.

1839. Travelled to Paris via London; completed Rienzi;

wrote The Flying Dutchman.

1842. Arrival at Dresden ; first performance of Rienzi.

1843. First performance of The Flying Dutchman ; began
Tannhauser.

1845. First performance of Tannhauser in Dresden.

1847. Completed Lohengrin.

1848. Mother died ; The Nibelungen Ring sketched ; friend-

ship with Liszt begins at Weimar, where Tannhauser
is given.

1849. Insurrection in Dresden ; Wagner fled into exile and
settled at Zurich.

1850. First performance of Lohengrin by Liszt at Weimar.

1853. The poem The Ring published.

1854. First acquaintance with Schopenhauer's works.

1855. Four months in London conducting Philharmonic con-

certs.

1857. Tristan and Isolda written as a poem.
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